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Introduction
Wireless transmission in the urban environment is a difficult task. Not only is
the transmitted signal corrupted by the gentle thermal noise, but it can also get
reflected and distorted, due to interference of infrastructure. One way to fight these
harsh conditions is to increase the number of transmitting and receiving antennas
and spread the signal not only in time but also in space. This approach can increase
the transmission reliability, and at the same time the transmission rate. A code that
is designed for such multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission is called
a space-time block code (STBC) or a MIMO code. In algebraic terms a MIMO
code is a finite set of matrices.
Traditional coding theory has been mostly interested in the situation where the
transmitter and the receiver use a single antenna. During the relatively short his-
tory of coding theory researchers have exploited several algebraic structures in the
quest for finding optimal codes and explore the limits of performance. Some of
these questions have led to fascinating interplay between central algebraic ques-
tions and properties of simple codes. One of the most beautiful examples is the
relation between linear codes and Riemann–Roch spaces of function fields (see
[41]). This connection allows one to use strong algebraic-geometric methods in
the research of linear codes. The use of these methods leads to existence results
of codes with better performance than was believed to be possible.
In the MIMO case, however, the channel model is totally different. Therefore
not much of the so far used algebra is useful and it is clear that new ideas are
needed. One of the first answers to these problems was given by Alamouti in
1998 [1]. The Alamouti code represented multiplication in the quaternion algebra.
This approach was soon generalized and the basics of use of division algebras in
MIMO coding were presented by Sethuraman et al. in [39]. However, only a small
piece of the true potential of division algebras was used. The problem was that
MIMO codes from division algebras are infinite lattices from where a finite set of
codewords is chosen for the actual transmission and at this point the increase in
the size of a code could have an unexpected effect on the performance of the code.
In 2003 Belfiore and Rekaya [6] suggested that instead of the whole alge-
bra one should use a certain subring for code construction. The resulting matrix
lattices had the non-vanishing determinant property (NVD). This raised interest,
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especially when it was proved by Elia et al. in [12] that such codes achieve the
diversity-multiplexing gain trade-off of Tse and Zheng [47], revealing that in an
asymptotic sense such codes responded optimally to the increase of the code size.
This resulted into intense race to produce STBC’s from division algebras. One
of the highlights was the introduction of the perfect codes by Rekaya et. al [35].
Yet there was one fundamental observation to be made. In [16] Hollanti and
Lahtonen showed that the widely used specific ring, so-called natural order, was
just an example of well known algebraic objects called orders. What was before
seen as a lucky accident was now revealed to be an expression of the general
theory. In [16] it was also pointed out that of all the orders the best coding gain
was achieved by the use of maximal orders. In the following, we will show how
their observation leads to the codes that break all the coding gain records of square,
fully multiplexing MIMO codes.
In this thesis we create a coding theoretic context that allows us to discuss
coding theoretic properties of general order codes. After that we relate the per-
formance of order codes to structure theory of central simple algebras, which is a
beautiful and central part of class field theory and non-commutative algebra.
As an example of the strength of our theory we show how the coding gain
of a code from an order of a division algebra depends on the local structure of
the underlying algebra. This connection then allows us to explore the bounds of
performance of these codes. The most interesting result of this theory is a bound
that limits the coding gain of order codes. The proof of this result also reveals
that there exist division algebras attaining this bound. While the proof is not
constructive, it describes the algebras well enough so that we are able to construct
them for all practical numbers of antennas. The resulting codes have the largest
known coding gain.
The structure of the thesis is the following. We begin with a discussion on
lattice codes. While these codes are interesting on their own right our treatment
is partly done to give an idea of our goals in the MIMO case. In a single antenna
fast Rayleigh fading channel the coding gain depends on the minimum product
distance of the corresponding lattice. In Chapter 1 we give a bound for the product
distance of rotated   n-lattices (see [4]). For relatively large values of n this bound
is better than the previous bound in [4].
We then show how the product distance of the complex lattice, derived from
an algebraic number field, depends on the   -discriminant of the corresponding
field. This result is a generalization of [4, Theorem 5.1] and should simplify the
proofs in [45] and [10]. As an example of the strength of our results we give
two examples of complex lattices having the best known normalized minimum
product distance.
We then consider orthogonal complex lattices. In the special case where the
orthogonal lattice is a rotated   i  n-lattice (see [4]) our bound is considerably
stronger than the previous one presented in [4]. As a corollary we get that the
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best rotated   i  n-lattices in [13] and [4] are optimal orthogonal lattices when n is
a power of two.
Then we turn into MIMO codes. Our main interest here are infinite, square,
fully multiplexing MIMO codes which are full lattices in Mn
    . We also suppose
that our codes have the non-vanishing determinant property. So far these kind of
codes have appeared at least in [12], [44], [21], [30], and [11].
The code constructions in [12], [21], [30], and [11] use division algebras.
These codes can be divided into two groups. In the first group are the shaped
codes in [11] and [30] and in the other are the codes from the natural orders in
[12] and [21]. In the following we give coding gain bounds for all the previously
mentioned codes.
In Section 2.1.1 we define the normalized minimum determinant, which in
special cases has been used in [44] and in [30]. This concept then allows us to
discuss the relation between the shortest vector (Definition 1.2.6) and the mini-
mum determinant (Definition 2.1.8) of a MIMO lattice. With the help of a simple
inequality we get a relation where the Frobenius norm of the matrix bounds the
size of the determinant. This connection then allows us to limit the minimum de-
terminant of a MIMO lattice with a help of the sphere packing bounds. While the
bound achieved is generally not very tight it is very effective when the code lattice
has a certain shape (Section 3.2).
We then proceed to consider MIMO codes produced from orders of division
algebras. In [18] the authors proved a result that connects the coding gain of the
lattice and an invariant of the order called the discriminant. It reveals that in order
to maximize the coding gain one has to minimize the discriminant of an order.
The authors of [16] suggested that one should use a maximal order of an alge-
bra as a code lattice, instead of the widely used natural order, in order to maximize
the coding gain. In Section 2.4.2 we show that this view is extremely fruitful as
the discriminant of the maximal orders of an algebra can be linked to the Hasse
invariants of the algebra.
A fundamental exact sequence of Brauer groups then allows us to derive a
tight bound for the discriminant (Theorem 2.4.26) of any order. These results
then translate into coding gain bounds for MIMO lattices from orders of division
algebras. In particular, these bounds restrict the coding gain of codes in [12]
and [21]. Theorem 2.4.26 also describe the minimal discriminants achieving the
bound. In Section 2.4.4 these results are translated into coding theoretic language
and the existence of infinite families of MIMO codes with the best known coding
gain is proved.
In Section 2.5 we briefly discuss code lattices in Mn
  and show how our
theory works in that context.
We then analyze some of the existing codes and start with a discussion on
natural orders. We first show that in the most interesting algebras the natural
orders do not reach the coding gain of maximal orders with minimal discriminants.
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Proposition 3.1.8 then give us a better view of the performance of codes from
natural orders. It shows that the coding gain of the codes from natural orders is
always far from the coding gain of the best maximal orders.
In Section 3.2 we show that the simple general bounds in Corollaries 2.2.5 and
2.2.4 gives us very tight bounds for shaped codes in [11]. The comparison to the
best codes from maximal orders proves that the shaped codes can never achieve
the coding gain of the codes from maximal orders and that when the number of
receiving and transmitting antennas grow the difference grows considerably.
In the final chapter we give a general construction for division algebras achiev-
ing the bound of Theorem 2.4.26.
Chapter 1
Lattice codes
Our main interest in this thesis lies on the MIMO codes (Definition 2.1.2) but we
first discuss a simpler situation where the transmitter and the receiver both have
only one antenna. This setup leads us to discuss lattices in
  n and
 n (see [31]).
While the lattice codes are interesting on their own right partly the motivation to
present the following results is to reveal the simple analogy existing between the
lattice codes and the MIMO codes. We will return to this question several times
later.
For practical reasons many authors have concentrated on lattice codes that are
orthogonal. In the following we study how the demand of orthogonality affects
the minimum product distance.
1.1 Algebraic number fields
In this thesis we expect the reader to have a working knowledge on algebraic
number theory. However, we like to recall some of the basic concepts that are
central in the later parts of the thesis. Particularly we concentrate on the concept
of a prime in algebraic number field and the similarities between infinite and finite
primes. The valuation theoretic definition we are going to give is not a pointless
generalization of a prime ideal. At first the roles of the infinite and the finite primes
seem to be rather different. However, when we begin to consider central simple
algebras and their local structure theory, we will see that the infinite primes share
many of the characteristics of the prime ideals in the ring of algebraic integers.
For the details of this section we refer the reader to [25] and [26].
In this thesis an algebraic number field is a finite algebraic extension of
 
. Let
K be an algebraic number field and   K the ring of algebraic integers in K. Let
us consider the set of valuations on the field K. Each of these valuations induce a
metric on K. We define an equivalence of valuations by setting that two valuations
are equivalent if and only if the corresponding metrics are equivalent.
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Definition 1.1.1. A prime P in K is an equivalence class of nontrivial valuations
on K.
Theorem 1.1.2. Let K be an algebraic number field. There exists exactly one
prime of K
(a) for each prime ideal P;
(b) for each real embedding;
(c) for each conjugate pair of complex embeddings.
In the following we refer to the additive P-adic valuation with vP. In each
equivalence class of valuations of K we can select a normalized valuation as fol-
lows:
  for a prime ideal P of   K ,  a  P =  1     K : P   vP  a  ;
  for a real embedding σ : K     a  σ 	 σ  a   ;
  for a nonreal complex embedding σ : K      a  σ 	 σ  a   .
We simply refer to these valuations with


P. The corresponding primes are called
finite, real, and complex, respectively. When we discuss finite primes we identify
the prime ideals of   K and the corresponding normalized valuations. An element
of K is said to be positive at the real prime corresponding to an embedding K   
if it maps to a positive element of

.
Definition 1.1.3. Let K    be a finite extension of degree n. Suppose that r1 and
2r2 are the numbers of real and complex embeddings of K to
 





r2  the signature of the field K.
Proposition 1.1.4. Let K :    	 n. Then
r1  2r2 	 n 
Remark 1.1.5. A typical method to determine the number of real and complex
embeddings of an algebraic number field is to pick a primitive element a of the ex-
tension K    and then count the number of real and complex zeros of the minimal
polynomial of a.




0  , we say that the field is totally real and




r2  , we say that the field is totally complex. An element a
of a totally real field K is totally positive if it is positive respect to all the real
embeddings.
Let P be a prime of K. By KP we refer to the analytic completion of the field
K respect to the metric defined by the valuation

P. If the prime P is infinite, KP





depending on whether the prime is real or complex, respectively. If P is
finite, then KP is just the familiar P-adic completion of the field K.
Now we would like to discuss the ramification theory of ideals in finite exten-
sions. Suppose that B is a prime in L and that the restriction of this valuation to K
is P. We then use the phrase that B lies above P or that B extends the valuation P.
Proposition 1.1.6. Above each prime of K there lies finitely many primes of L.
Remark 1.1.7. For the finite primes this definition coincides with the usual ideal
theoretic language. The valuations that extend a prime P corresponds to the prime
ideals of   L that lie above P in L.
If the prime P of K is real and one of the primes that lie above P in L is
complex, we say that the prime P is ramified in the extension L  K. Otherwise
we say that P is nonramified. For finite primes we use the usual ideal theoretic
language.
Example 1.1.8. Let us consider the extension K    , where K 	     3  . The
field
 
has only one infinite prime ∞, that corresponds the normal absolute valua-
tion. The element
 
3 has a minimal polynomial x2  3 	  x    3   x    3  .
We then see that there is exactly one infinite prime in K and that this prime is com-
plex and lies above the prime ∞. Therefore we can say that ∞ is ramified in the
extension K    .
The following example can be seen as an illustration of the product formula
of valuations, that bundles up all the valuations in an algebraic number field.
Example 1.1.9. Let us consider the field K 	     m  , where m is a positive
squarefree integer. Each of the elements c in K can be uniquely presented in the
form c 	 a  b   m, where a and b are rational numbers. We then have
nrK  

c  	  a  b   m   a  b   m  	 a2  b2m 	  c  2 
If the element c is in   K , the algebraic norm takes c to   . The previous equation





for every c in  K . Later in this thesis this simple result will play a crucial role.
Definition 1.1.10. Suppose that L  K is an n-dimensional extension of algebraic
number fields and that trL   K is the trace function. The discriminant d

L  K  of the






xix j   ni  j 	 1   x1      xn 
   nL  
If we like to emphasize that the discriminant considers the relation between   K
and   L, we can also write d
   L    K  .
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If   L is a free   K-module, then
d




     xn  is any   K-basis of   L.
The following theorem connects the ramification of finite primes and the dis-
criminant.
Theorem 1.1.11. Let P be a prime ideal of the ring   K and p 	 char    K  P  .
Suppose that
















L  K   	  e1  1  f1  
 
 
   eg  1  fg 





L  K    e1  1  f1  
 
 
   eg  1  fg 
if p

ei for some index i.
We say that a prime P is wildly ramified if and only if p

ei, for some i,
otherwise we say that it is tamely ramified. From the previous proposition we see
that the ramification of a tame prime P defines totally the P power index of the
discriminant. For wildly ramified ideals we only get a lower bound.
While the discriminant and infinite primes do not seem to have any connection
the following result proves the opposite. In 1977 Andrew Odlyzko [29] gave a




r2  . For
small values of r1 and r2 there exists tables for C  r1  r2  . Asymptotically, when




K      1   n   60  8395     r1   n  22  3816     2r2   n  O  n  2   3  	 C  r1  r2   (1.1)
When the signature is clear from the context we abbreviate C  r1  r2  to Cn. An infor-
mal and incorrect but suggestive interpretation of this result is, that the minimal
amount of ramification is somewhat constant, but the part of the ramification that
happens on infinite primes does not contribute to the discriminant.
We will need later the following two technical lemmas.









K2  K1   d  K1  F K2:K1  
where nrK1   F is the usual relative norm of algebraic number theory.
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Proof. For the proof we refer the reader to [36, p.249].




     σn  , and suppose that  x1  x2      xn  is some   K basis of





xix j   ni  j 	 1 	  det  trL   K  σk  xi  x j   ni  j 	 1 
Proof. We define Xi 	  σi  x1       σi  xn   and consider the matrix X which has





xix j   ni  j 	 1 	 det  XT X 
If we replace the rows Xi in the matrix X with the rows
σk

Xi  	  σk  σi  x1        σk  σi  xn    
we get a matrix σk














X   	  det  X  
and the claim follows.
We shall now recall some facts of P-adic fields. Suppose that P is a finite prime
of an algebraic number field K, KP the P-adic completion, and p 	 char    K  P  .
We may consider KP as a finite algebraic extension of
 
p and then refer to the
algebraic closure of the ring   p in KP with   KP , and simply call it the ring of
integers in KP. In the following we identify the prime P and the unique prime
ideal P   KP of the ring   KP , and refer to both by P.
We extend the concept of wild and tame ramification to local fields. Let L be a
finite algebraic extension of KP, and B the unique prime ideal of   L. We say that




P  ; otherwise we say
that P is tamely ramified.
Definition 1.1.14. Let L be a finite and totally inert Galois extension of KP and
that B is the unique prime ideal of the ring of the P-adic algebraic integers   L in L.
Suppose that    KP : P  	 q. Then Gal

L  KP  has an element  P L  KP  called the
(local) Frobenius automorphism. It is the unique element of Gal





L  FP   x  xq  mod B  x 
   L 
Suppose that L is an abelian extension of KP and that U is the group of units
in   KP .
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Definition 1.1.15. The smallest f such that nrL   KP

L   contains 1  P f is called
the conductor of L  KP, except that, when nrL   KP

L    U , the conductor is said
to be 0.
Remark 1.1.16. In the last definition we expected the existence of some f . This
is a nontrivial result.
In some special cases the determination of the conductor is easy. For the proof
we refer the reader to [25, p.12]
Lemma 1.1.17. The extension L  KP is unramified if and only if its conductor is
0, and it is tamely ramified if and only if its conductor is  1.
1.2 Basic definitions
If we have a lattice L in
 n , we say that it is full if it has n linearly independent
basis vectors. If we have a lattice L in
  n , we say that it is full if it has 2n basis
vectors that are linearly independent over

.
We shall compare such lattices exclusively in terms of their product distances.
This is the figure of merit that emerges when the performance of a lattice is ana-
lyzed in a fast-fading channel, in particular when the complex channel coefficients
follow the Rayleigh distribution.
Definition 1.2.1. A lattice code is a full lattice in a vector space F n, where F 	 
or F 	   .
One of the main design criteria for this kind of lattice codes is the maximiza-
tion of the product distance (Definition 1.2.2). In the following we discuss the
lattice codes with this criterion in mind.
In the following we suppose that F is the field of real or complex numbers.










If L is a lattice in Fn, the minimum product distance dp min  L  of L is defined to
be the infimum of the norms of all non-zero vectors in the lattice.













If L is a lattice in Fn, the minimum product distance dp min  L  of L is defined to
be the infimum of the norms of all non-zero vectors in the lattice.
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Suppose now we have a full lattice L in
 n . We denote the measure (or hyper-
volume) of the fundamental parallelotope of the lattice L by m

L  . By saying that
a lattice L 
  n is orthogonal we mean that it has an orthogonal basis.
We can spread the vectors v 	  v1      vn  of   n to 2n-tuples φ  v  
  2n by
replacing a complex number vi with a 2-tuple with entries ℜvi and ℑvi. The re-
sulting mapping φ is clearly

-linear and maps full
  n lattices to full
 2n lattices.




E 	   φ  v    E and therefore φ is an isometry.
Suppose we now have a full complex lattice L in
  n . We denote the measure
(or hypervolume) of the fundamental parallelotope of the lattice φ

L  by m  L  and
we call it the volume of the fundamental parallelotope of the lattice L. By saying
that a complex lattice is orthogonal we mean that the lattice φ

L  is orthogonal.
Let L be a full lattice in Fn. We denote by Ndp min  L  the normalized minimum
product distance of the lattice L, i.e. here we first scale L to have a unit size
fundamental parallelotope and then take dp min  L    of the resulting lattice.
Example 1.2.4. Suppose that L is a full lattice in
  n and dp min  L  	 a. Then





L  1   2n L  	 1m  L  1   2 dp min  L  	 am  L  1   2 
Definition 1.2.5. Let us define the optimal product distance by
Ndp min  n  	 sup
L
dp min  L  
where the supremum is taken over the set of full lattices in F n normalized to unit
fundamental parallelotope. Any full lattice L satisfying Ndp min  L  	 Ndp min  n 
is said to have an optimal product distance.
Definition 1.2.6. If we have a full lattice L in the space
 n , we denote the length of
the shortest non-zero vector of this lattice with sv











L  . We define the longest possible shortest vector by
Nsv

n  	 supL  Nsv  L   
where the supremum is taken over the set of full lattices in
 n .
1.3 Real lattices
We briefly describe a typical way to construct full real lattices by using algebraic
number fields (see [3]). Let K be a totally real algebraic number field and a 
 K so-
called twisting element that should be totally positive. Suppose now that σ1
     σn
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are the natural embeddings of the field K into

. We set σi





w  	   α1σ1  w        αnσn  w  
It is well known that σa maps ideals of   K into full lattices in
 n . The following
result was proved in [4].
Proposition 1.3.1. Let K be a totally real algebraic number field, a 
 K a twisting
element and b an element of the ring   K . Then




K     is the discriminant of the extension K    .
Example 1.3.2. Let us consider the field
   
3  	 K with the ring of integers
     3. Buy choosing a 	 b 	 1, we get that
σa
   K  	 σa       3  	    1  1       3    3 
Proposition 1.3.1 now states that




When the twisting element is chosen to be 1, as was the case in this example,
the canonical embedding is just the usual one from Minkowski’s geometry of
numbers.
One of the carrying themes in [4] was to pick the field K, the principal ideal
b   K and the twisting element a so that the corresponding lattice is orthonormal.
What can be said of the minimum product distance of such lattices?
The best known general bound for Ndp min  n  is due to Rogers [14, p. 615].
For small values of n it has the following form.
Theorem 1.3.3. Let L be a full lattice in
 n . Then
Ndp min  L 

1  2  ln  2    n  1  n!
nnen   2 
A simple but weaker bound that precedes the previous theorem is the follow-
ing result by Hermann Minkowski [22, Theorem 2.13.4].
Theorem 1.3.4. Let L be a full lattice in
 n . Then
Ndp min  L   n!nn 
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These results naturally also bound the minimum product distance of orthog-
onal lattices. However, if we concentrate on orthogonal lattices that are derived
from totally real algebraic number fields we can apply Odlyzko’s lower bounds to
Proposition 1.3.1.
Proposition 1.3.5. Let K be a totally real algebraic number field, a 
 K a twisting
element and b an element of the ring   K . Then
Ndp min  σa  b   K    1  Cnn 

where Cn is the Odlyzko bound in the totally real case.
We refer to this bound by BOdlyzko . It was first proved in [4] and it is consider-
ably better than the general bound of Theorem 1.3.3 by Rogers. It is also known
that BOdlyzko is quite tight.
Now it seems that in order to construct orthogonal lattices with large mini-
mum product distance, it is enough to find a totally real number field with minimal
discriminant and then choose a suitable twisting element and ideal. At first this
strategy is effective. When n  9, the totally real number fields with the smallest
discriminants are known and at least the 7 first fields have orthogonal principal
ideals [4]. Also when n grows slightly, the orthogonal constructions seem to fol-
low BOdlyzko rather closely (see [4]). However, this is not the trend when n grows.
Lemma 1.3.6. Let L be a full lattice in
 n . Then
Ndp min  L   Nsv

L  n
nn   2 






 2  1   n  ∑ni 	 1  xi  2
n
by the arithmetic-geometric inequality. Raising both sides to the power n  2 gives
us the claim.
Proposition 1.3.7. Let L be an orthogonal lattice in
 n . Then
Ndp min  L   1nn   2 
Proof. When an orthogonal lattice has a fundamental parallelotope of a unit mea-
sure, at least one of the vectors in an orthogonal basis has length at most 1. Lemma
1.3.6 now gives us the result.
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We refer to the bound of Proposition 1.3.7 by Bort .
Corollary 1.3.8. Let K be a totally real algebraic number field and a 
 K a twist-
ing element. If   K has an ideal B for which σa





K       nn 
Proof. It was noted in [4] that
Ndp min  σa  B    Ndp min    K  	 1   d  K      
The claim now follows from Proposition 1.3.7.
Example 1.3.9. Immediately when n 	 40 and Bort  BOdlyzko there exists a totally
real field with root discriminant 39  457    [37]. Corollary 1.3.8 now states that this
field cannot have an ideal that yields an orthogonal lattice with the construction
described above.
In Figure 1.1 we have drawn BOdlyzko and Bort for values less than 100. To
ease the comparison we consider functions

1  BOdlyzko  2   n and  1  Bort  2   n 








1  BOdlyzko  2   n (dots) vs  1  Bort  2   n (solid)






n   2   n 	 160  83   







n   2   n 	 0 
We note that while the Odlyzko bound is tighter for small values of n the situation
changes dramatically when n grows. The problem here is not the existence of
totally real number fields with small discriminants, but that we cannot find an
orthogonal ideal from these fields.
1.4 Complex lattices
In this section we are considering full lattices in
  n . Again, we are interested in
maximizing the product distance.
We briefly describe a method to construct full complex lattices with good
product distance (see [4]). Let m be a square free positive integer, K       m  a
Galois extension of degree n and Gal

K      m   	  σ1      σn  . Then we can




x  	  σ1  x       σn  x  
Every ideal of the ring   K has a   -basis W 	  w1      w2n  . In Lemma 1.4.2 we
show that σ

W  is a   -basis for the full lattice σ    K  .
Remark 1.4.1. We immediately see that

nr
K       m 

x   	 n  σ  x   and therefore
dp min  σ    K   	 1.
Before we go further we note the following. Let x1
     x2n be a set of vectors
in
  n . We can then form the Gram matrix G of the vectors φ






x1       φ  x2n   	  ℜ  xixTj    i j  
In particular, the vectors φ








j   i j  	 0.
Lemma 1.4.2. Let K      m  be a Galois extension of degree n and let σ be








K      
Proof. We denote the field
    
m  by F . Let W 	  w1      w2n  be a   -basis




wi   as the
rows. We can then write the Gram matrix G of the basis W as
G 	 MMT 	  ℜ  σ  wi  σ  w j  T    i j  
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We also have that
MMT1 	  ℜ  σ  wi  σ  w j  T    i j  




wi   as columns. We know that trF    a  	 2ℜ  a  and there-
fore
MMT1 	  ℜ  trK   F  wiw j     i j  	









MMT1  	 2  2nd  K    








G   	  det  MMT1   	  2  2nd  K      
Proposition 1.4.3. With the notation of Lemma 1.4.2








F      n   4    d  K  F   
Proof. In order to scale σ
   K  to have a fundamental parallelotope of size one
we have to scale it with the factor 1  m  σ    K   1   2n. On the other hand we know
that dp min  σ    K   	 1. Therefore






   K   
1   2n
σ
   K   	 1m  σ    K   1   2 
The first equality now follows from Lemma 1.4.2. The last equality follows from
Lemma 1.1.12 as 
d

K      	  d  F     n d  K  F  2  
Remark 1.4.4. The last result generalizes [4, Theorem 5.1] and proves that in or-
der to maximize the product distance one should simply search for totally complex
fields with minimal discriminants.
Example 1.4.5. Let us consider the extension K  F where K 	   i    3  and
F 	   i  . It is easily calculated that  d    i    3     i    	 3. Proposition 1.4.3
then gives us
Ndp min  σ    K   	 1 3 	 0  577    
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For a comparison in [13] the authors considered an extension K     i  where K  	 
ζ8  . In [4] it was proved that the resulting lattice σ    K    is orthogonal and
that dp min  σ    K    	 1  2. The lattice σ    K  was also constructed in [45]. The
significant point here is that the lattice σ
   K  reaches the bound of Corollary
1.4.10 and that σ
   K  clearly exceeds it.
Example 1.4.6. Let us consider the field F 	   ω  , where ω 	  1    3   2,
and an extension F

a   F where a is a zero of the polynomial fa 	 x2   ω 
1  x   ω  1  . This extension was found in [8] where the authors were searching
for totally complex fields with minimal discriminants. They also proved that the
extension F

a   F is Galois and that the extension F  a     has discriminant 32 

13. By Proposition 1.4.3
Ndp min  σ    F  a    	 0  608    
As far as we know, this is the best full complex lattice of degree two. By consid-




a   F  and the discriminant of the polynomial




a  is a  ω  -basis for the ring   F  a  . This implies that
W 	  1  ω  a  ωa 
is a   -basis of the ring   F  a  and the   -basis for σ
   F  a   is
σ

W  	   1  1    ω  ω    a  σ1  a     ωa  ωσ1  a     (1.2)




a   F  . Solving the equation
fa 	 0, we get that a 	  0  121744  1  30662i and σ1  a  	 0  621744  0  440597i.
Substituting these complex numbers to (1.2) gives us a concrete lattice basis for
the lattice σ
   F  a   .
Example 1.4.7. The field
 
i  	 F has an abelian extension F  a  , where a is a
zero of the polynomial fa

x  	 x4   i  2  x3   i  1  x2   i  1  x  i. Again
this field is from [8]. The extension F

a     has discriminant 28173. We now have
Ndp min  σ    F  a    	 0  11944    
In [4] the authors used the method just described to produce so-called “ro-
tated”   i  -lattices that are easily seen to be full orthogonal lattices in   n . In
order to determine the normalized product distance and achieve the orthogonal
shape they had to restrict their constructions to cases where K is a CM-field. Then
they compared the normalized product distance of their lattices to the Odlyzko
bound for discriminant, and conclude that their constructions are far away from
the bound. The following results shed light into this question. The proofs are
analogous to those in the real case.
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Proposition 1.4.8. Let K      m  be a Galois extension of degree n and let σ
be the relative canonical embedding. Then








  n   2 
where C2n is the Odlyzko’s bound in a totally complex case.
Proposition 1.4.9. Let L be a full lattice in
  n . Then




L   n
nn   2 
Corollary 1.4.10. Let L be a orthogonal full lattice in
  n . Then
Ndp min  L   1nn   2 
We can now conclude that the previously described behavior was not only
due to CM-fields, which tend to have big discriminants, but the fact that the ro-
tated   i  -lattices are orthonormal full lattices in   n and therefore Corollary 1.4.10
bounds the product distance of such lattices. Actually, some of the existing con-
structions [4, 13], namely when n is a power of two, attain the bound of Corollary
1.4.10. In Figure 1.2 we present the bounds BOdlyzko and Bort for values less than
50. In contrast to the real case the product distance of best orthogonal and non-
orthogonal lattices begin to differ from the start.
Remark 1.4.11. It is an easy task to use tables of fields with minimal discrimi-
nants to create full diversity complex lattices for any n. For the first few values
of n that we tried, the corresponding lattices had better product distances than the
lattices in [45] and [4]. This is not a big surprise as in [45] the authors are consid-
ering only cyclotomic fields, in [4] only CM-fields and rotated   i  -lattices and in
[10] fields that are compositums of certain extensions of
 
. Proposition 1.4.3 is
the key for our improvements as it allows us to compare discriminants of any kind
of totally complex fields. It is clear that the normalized product distance of or-
thogonal codes can never reach that of the best non-orthogonal codes. This raises
the relevant question, whether the benefits of the orthogonal shape are enough to
cover the loss in the product distance.
Remark 1.4.12. Results and definitions in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 are well known,
although the definition of the normalized product distance for complex lattices is
slightly more general than the one usually used (see [45, 4, 10]). In Section 1.3
Lemma 1.3.6 is trivial, and similar ideas have been widely used (see [9, Chapter 8,
Section 7, Theorem 8]). However the applications in Proposition 1.3.7 and Corol-
lary 1.3.8 are first time proposed in this thesis. In Section 1.4 Proposition 1.4.10,
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Lemma 1.4.2 and Proposition 1.4.3 are new results. One should note that Lemma
1.4.2 and Proposition 1.4.3 are generalizations of similar results in [45, 4] and
[10]. Proposition 1.4.8 is a straightforward generalization of the corresponding
result in [4].
Remark 1.4.13. During the pre-examination process of this thesis Chaoping Xing
published and article in November 2007 issue of IEEE Transactions on Informa-
tion Theory [46]. Xing’s article includes Proposition 1.4.3, although with out a
proof, and the corresponding Examples 1.4.6 and 1.4.7, that were, during the writ-
ing of this thesis, the best known. He also use the relation between geometric and
product distance and give the corresponding general bounds. The effect of orthog-
onality to product distance or the comparison to Odlyzko’s bound is not discussed
in his paper.








1  BOdlyzko  2   n (dots) vs  1  Bort  2   n (solid)
Chapter 2
MIMO codes
In this chapter we discuss infinite, square, fully multiplexing MIMO codes which
are full lattices in Mn
    . For such codes, the coding gain is one of the main code
design criterions. In the following we explore the question of optimal coding gain.
First in the general case and later in the case where the code is derived from an
order of a division algebra. This study does not only result in general bounds for
coding gain, but also proves the existence of MIMO codes with the best known
coding gain.
2.1 Coding theoretic preliminaries
In this section we give an informal introduction to some of the basics of space-
time coding. For proper introduction and for definition of several used notions we
refer the reader to [42].
We are interested in the coherent multiple input-multiple output (MIMO) case
where the receiver perfectly knows the channel coefficients. We also suppose that
the quasi-static interval and number of transmit and receiving antennas are all
equal. The received signal is then
Yn   n 	  ρHn   nXn   n  Nn   n 
where H is the channel matrix whose entries are independent identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex circular Gaussian random variables with the
variance 1, and N is the noise matrix whose entries are i.i.d. zero-mean complex
circular Gaussian random variables with the variance 1. The matrix X is the trans-










F 	 n  (2.1)
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XXH  is the Frobenius norm. We then easily see that the
parameter ρ presents the average SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) at the receiving an-
tennas.
Assume that the receiver has to decide (based on the Euclidean metric), whether
X or X’ was transmitted. For large values of ρ the probability Pe that the receiver
makes an error between X and X   is
Pe  1det   X  X     X  X    H  ρn 
This gives us a natural code design criteria. From the pairwise error probability
(PEP) point of view [42], the performance of a space-time code is dependent on
two parameters: diversity gain and coding gain. Diversity gain is the minimum
of the rank of the difference matrix X





 C, also called the rank of the code C. When C is full-rank, the coding




X     X  X    H . The
minimum of this determinant taken over all distinct pairs of code matrices is called
the coding gain of the code C.
Remark 2.1.1. When we are discussing the coding gain of a finite code we always
suppose that the code is scaled so that overall energy constraints in (2.1) is met.
This normalization allows us to reasonably compare two finite codes of same size.
In order to assist the decoding it is beneficial that C is carved from a free
lattice C∞   Mn     by choosing C  matrices with smallest energy. To maxi-




     x2n2 consisting of matrices that are linearly independent over the field
of real numbers. We explain this in detail in Remark 2.1.4.
Definition 2.1.2. From now on when we talk about MIMO codes we refer to the
code C∞ that is a full lattice in Mn
    .
The next lemma proves that our definition for MIMO codes leads us to codes
with full multiplexing gain (see [12] and [47] for definition).
Lemma 2.1.3. Let L be a full lattice in Mn
    and
Lr 	  a  a 










nr 	 n2 
Proof. This result is easy to see by considering the real lattice φ

L  




Lr  	  φ  a   a 
 L    φ  a    E   nr  


















nr 	 n2 
Remark 2.1.4. The full multiplexing gain can be considered as a direct general-
ization of the concept of full rate. Suppose that we have a complex quadratic field
F and suppose that we have a   F -lattice L in Mn




     en2  that are linearly independent over F .
Then the elements x of L take the form x 	 ∑n2k 	 1 ek fk, where fk 
   F for all
k 	 1      n2. Hence n2 complex symbols ( 
   F ) are transmitted in one block
(matrix). In literature this is often referred to as having a full rate. It is then clear
that L is also a full lattice in Mn
    and by our previous considerations has full
multiplexing gain.
When we are considering the performance of an infinite MIMO code we are
actually discussing the performance of an infinite family of finite codes. However,
the lattice structure of the infinite code allows us to predict the coding gain of these
finite codes.
Let us suppose that we have a MIMO code L   Mn     and we pick a finite




matrices with the smallest energy. For the actual
code we then have to scale the code C with constant c so that the overall energy
constraints (2.1) is fulfilled. If we use relatively high SNR ρ for the transmission,
we get that the error probability Pe that the receiver makes an error between X and
X   is
Pe  1det   cX  cX     cX  cX    H  ρn 
The code C is derived from the lattice L and therefore X

X   	 X1 
 L. That is
Pe  1c2n  det  X1   2ρn  (2.2)
Definition 2.1.5. The minimum determinant detmin

L  of the lattice L is defined to
be the infimum of the absolute values of the determinants of all non-zero matrices
in the lattice.
We now see that the minimum determinant of the MIMO lattice L bounds the
coding gain of the finite codes derived from L. Following [12] it is therefore rea-
sonable to insist on the non-vanishing determinant (NVD) property detmin

L   0.
Theorem 3 in [12] with Lemma 2.1.3 proves that MIMO lattices with NVD
achieve the optimal diversity-multiplexing trade-off from [47]. The D-MG trade-
off shows that all MIMO codes (in the sense of this thesis) with NVD property are
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optimal, but only in a very coarse asymptotic sense when the SNR and the size
of the code simultaneously grows to infinity (see [47] for definitions). When we
consider codes that are used in practice the code size is finite and so is the SNR.
Therefore we have to find other methods to decide which of these D-MG optimal
codes are the best. Here the traditional PEP oriented coding gain comes to use.
While it is not a perfect code design criteria, as it only considers PEP and not the
actual error probability, it has predicted the performance of those codes we have
tested surprisingly well. So from now on we focus on PEP and our take on MIMO
codes is coding gain oriented.
2.1.1 Normalized minimum determinant and coding gain
In the definition of the coding gain for finite code we require that the overall en-
ergy constraint (2.1) is met. This normalization allows us to reasonably compare
two finite codes. In the following we present a similar normalization for infinite
MIMO codes.
In the following we only consider MIMO lattices L, where L is full in Mn
    .
We can flatten the matrices A of Mn
    to 2n2 vectors φ  A  
  2n2 by first forming
a vector of length n2 out of the entries (e.g. row by row) and then replacing a
complex number z with the pair of its real and imaginary parts ℜz and ℑz. This
mapping φ is clearly

-linear and maps full Mn
    lattices to full  2n2 lattices.




F 	   φ  A    E and therefore φ is also an isometry.
Definition 2.1.6. We say that a lattice L in Mn
    is orthogonal or rectangular if
the corresponding real lattice φ

L  is orthogonal.
We denote the measure (or hypervolume) of the fundamental parallelotope of
the lattice φ

L  with m  L  and we call it the volume of the fundamental parallelo-
tope of the lattice L. If x1
     x2n2 is a basis of L, we can form a matrix M by
using vectors φ

xi  as column blocks. Then the Gram matrix of the lattice L is
G

L  	 MMT 	  ℜtr  xixHj   1  i  j  2n2 
where H indicates the complex conjugate transpose of a matrix. The Gram matrix
then has a positive determinant equal to m

L  2 
Any full lattice L can be scaled ( i.e. multiplied by a real constant r) to satisfy
m

L  	 1. As the minimum determinant determines the asymptotic pairwise error
probability (PEP), this gives rise to natural numerical measures for the quality of
a lattice. We shall denote by δ

L  the normalized minimum determinant of the
lattice L, i.e. here we first scale L to have a unit size fundamental parallelotope.
A simple computation shows that if a is the minimum determinant of the lattice L
before the scaling, after the scaling it is
δ

L  	 am  L  1   2n  (2.3)
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Definition 2.1.7. Let L be a full lattice in Mn
    having NVD. We then refer to
δ

L  2 as the coding gain of the lattice L.
Definition 2.1.8. Let us define the optimal minimum determinant by
δ






where the supremum is taken over the set of lattices of rank 2n2 inside Mn
   





n  is said to have the optimal minimum determinant.
To shorten the notation we write sv

L  	 sv  φ  L   and Nsv  L  	 Nsv  φ  L   ,
when L is a full lattice in Mn
    . The reader can recall the definition for the
shortest vector from Chapter 1.
Remark 2.1.9. Section 2.1 mainly consists of well known theory. The only ex-
ception is the definition for the normalized minimum determinant which is slightly
more general than the one usually used (see for example [30]). The definition was
given in [23].
2.2 General bounds
Ever since it was discovered that orders of division algebras can be used to gener-
ate MIMO codes, several code constructions have been proposed. Still there does
not exist any bounds for the normalized minimum determinant.
In this section we study the relation between the shortest vector and the min-
imum determinant of a MIMO lattice. With the help of a simple inequality we
get a relation where the Frobenius norm of the matrix bounds the size of the de-
terminant. This connection then allows us to bound the minimum determinant of
a MIMO lattice with the help of sphere packing bounds. While in general case
the achieved bound is not very tight, it works very well when we are considering
MIMO lattices that have certain shape. These simple results give us good bounds
for the coding gain of the so-called perfect codes (see [30] and [11]). We return
to this question in Section 3.2.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let A be an n  n complex matrix. We have the inequality

detA
    A   nF
nn   2 
Proof. Let A j





j 	 1   A j   E 
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Squaring this inequality and using the fact that   A   2F 	 ∑nj 	 1   A j   2E together with
the well-known inequality between the geometric and arithmetic means of n pos-
itive numbers give the claimed bound.
Lemma 2.2.2. Suppose we have a full lattice L in Mn
    . Then
detmin

L    sv  L  2
n
 n   2 
Proof. The result is direct consequence of Lemma 2.2.1.
Corollary 2.2.3. For full lattices in Mn
    we have an upper bound
δ

n    Nsv  2n2  2
n
 n   2 
Corollary 2.2.4. If L is a rectangular MIMO lattice in Mn
    . Then
δ

L   1
nn   2 
Proof. When a rectangular lattice has a fundamental parallelotope of unit mea-
sure, at least one of the vectors in an orthogonal basis has length at most 1. The
determinant of such a matrix is at most 1  nn   2 by Lemma 2.2.1.
Corollary 2.2.5. Let L be a full lattice in Mn
    and suppose that φ  L  has shape
An
2
2 , where A2 is the hexagonal lattice, then
δ

n    2
3n
 n   2 
Proof. The lattice φ

L  is a direct sum of n2 copies of A2. If we suppose that φ  L 
has a fundamental parallelotope of size 1, then all the copies of A2 in the sum
must have a fundamental parallelotope equal to one. Knowing that Nsv

A2  	
2   3  1   2 the lemma 2.2.2 gives us the claim.
Example 2.2.6. The root lattice E8 has the best minimum distance among 8-
dimensional lattices (cf. e.g. [9]). When we scale its fundamental parallelotope to
have unit measure, the shortest vectors have length

2. In other words, any lattice
L of rank 8 inside M2
    has a non-zero matrix A with   A   F   2. Lemma 2.2.1
then tells us that

detA
  1 
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For lattices finding the value of Nsv

n  is equivalent for finding the density of
the densest lattice packing. This is generally a very hard problem and the actual
value of Nsv

n  is known only for some values of n. However, there exist some
general bounds (see [9]). We refer to the best known bound for Nsv

n  by Bsv  n  .
Corollary 2.2.3 translates this bound into a bound for the minimum determinant.
We refer to the resulting bound as Bδ

n  .
Finally, Proposition 2.2.4 gives us the bound Bort for the minimum determi-
nant of the orthogonal lattices and Corollary 2.2.5 the bound Bhex for A
n2
2 -lattices.
Remark 2.2.7. Albeit Lemma 2.2.2 is extremely simple it reveals one fundamen-
tal fact of MIMO codes. A MIMO code with small Euclidean distance cannot
have good coding gain. One should still remember that a good Euclidean distance
does not assure that a code has good coding gain.
Remark 2.2.8. The results in Section 2.2 are from [23].
2.3 Central simple algebras
The cyclic division algebras (Definition 2.3.7) are the main object of interest for
us, but in order to fully understand these algebras we have to widen our view and
consider a larger class of algebras. As we will see the class of central simple
algebras (Definition 2.3.4) is a proper context for our theory.
In this section we give a short introduction into the theory of central simple
algebras. The proofs for the following results can be found from a nice book by
Irving Reiner [34].
Definition 2.3.1. Let F be any field and assume that E  F is a cyclic Galois ex-
tension of degree n with Galois group Gal

E  F  	  σ  . We can now define an
associative F-algebra
 	  E  F  σ  γ  	 E  uE  u2E  
 
 
  un  1E 
where u 
  is an auxiliary generating element subject to the relations xu 	 uσ  x 
for all x 
 E and un 	 γ 
 F  . We call this type of algebra cyclic algebra.
Example 2.3.2. The extension
    is a Galois extension of degree two. The
algebra
H 	       σ   1  
where σ is the complex conjugation, is a cyclic algebra called the quaternion
algebra.
Definition 2.3.3. An algebra

is called simple if it has no non-trivial ideals. An
F-algebra

is central if its center Z
   	  a 
   aa   	 a   a  a   
   	 F .
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Definition 2.3.4. A central simple F-algebra is a simple algebra which is finite
dimensional over its center F .
Proposition 2.3.5. Every cyclic algebra is central simple.
Also the reverse is true if we are considering F-central simple algebras, where
F is an algebraic number field.
Theorem 2.3.6. Let F be an algebraic number field. Every F-central simple
algebra is cyclic.
Definition 2.3.7. A central simple F-algebra





The next proposition due to A. A. Albert [2, Theorem 11.12, p. 184] tells us
when a cyclic algebra is a division algebra.
Proposition 2.3.8 (Norm condition). The cyclic algebra
 	  E  F  σ  γ  of de-
gree n is a division algebra if and only if the smallest factor t 
    of n such that
γ t is the norm of some element of E  is n.
Due to the above proposition, the element γ is often referred to as the non-
norm element.
Example 2.3.9. Let us consider the quaternion algebra H. The norm map in
the extension
    is nr     a  	 aa, when a 
   . It is then easily seen that
nr   
     	    . This shows that  1 is not in the image of the norm map and
therefore we recover the known fact that H is a division algebra.
The following simple result, is a slight generalization to [21, Theorem 1]. We
denote the multiplicative ideal group of the field F by

IF   .
Lemma 2.3.10. Suppose that F is a P-adic field or an algebraic number field.
Let E be a Galois extension of F and let P be a prime ideal of   F that lies under
the prime B of the ring   E . If the inertial degree of P in the extension E  F is




γ   f  	 1, then γ i 
 NE   F  E  for any
i 	 1  2      f  1.
Proof. The ideal norm of B is NE   F

B  	 P f , where f is the inertial degree of P
in the extension E  F . It is clear that the group NE   F   IF    is generated by the




a    F  a 







a    F  for all a 
 E .
We are most interested in cyclic division algebras

where the center F is an
algebraic number field. However, in order to understand these algebras we have
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to consider the localizations of the algebra

. These localizations force us out of
the world of simple division algebras.
If F   is an extension field of F and  is a central simple F-algebra, then the
tensor product
   	   F F   is a central simple F   -algebra. We refer to this
algebra as the algebra obtained from

by extending the scalars to F   .
Definition 2.3.11. Let F be an algebraic number field that is finite dimensional
over
 
and let P be some prime of F . If

is an F-central simple algebra, then
we call the algebra

P 	 FP   F  the localization of  at P.
Proposition 2.3.12. With the notation of the previous definition
  : F  	   P : FP 
The theorem of Wedderburn reduces the classification of central simple alge-
bras to the case of division algebras.
Theorem 2.3.13 (Wedderburn). If







is some F-central division algebra. The integer n and the algebra

are
uniquely determined (up to isomorphism).
Definition 2.3.14. Let

be the algebra of the previous theorem. We call index    	 
  : F  the index of the algebra  . We note that the index is always an integer.
Definition 2.3.15. Let

be an F-central simple algebra. We then call
 
  : F 
the degree of the algebra.
Remark 2.3.16. One should note that an F-central simple algebra

is a division
algebra if and only if index    	     : F  .






P  , where  P is some FP-
central division algebra. This leads us to consider the division algebras where FP
is some completion of F .
The following theorem classifies the cases where P is infinite.
Theorem 2.3.17. There is only two






-central division algebra is
 
itself.
Let F be an algebraic number field that is finite dimensional over
 
and let P
be a finite prime of F .
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r  	  E  FP  σ  πr    r n  	 1 0  r  n 
where E is the unique unramified extension of FP of degree n, σ is the Frobenius
automorphism, and π is a prime element of FP, is a division algebra. The algebras 
n

r1  and   n  r2  are isomorphic if and only if r1 	 r2.
Theorem 2.3.19. Let








be the FP-central division algebra at the previous theo-
rem. We call the rational number inv    	 rn the Hasse invariant of  .
Definition 2.3.21. We define that the Hasse invariant inv H  of H is 12 . We also
define inv    =0 and inv     =0.
Now we are ready to define the following.
Definition 2.3.22. Suppose that F is an algebraic number field and P some prime
of F . Let





 	 MκP  P  
where

P is a FP-central division algebra. We refer to inv 

P  	 hP 	 rP  mP as
the Hasse invariant of

at P and to mP as the local index. The integer κP is
referred to as the local capacity (at P).
Remark 2.3.23. The fact that the local capacity and Hasse invariants are well
defined follows from the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.3.13.






We say that a prime P is ramified in the algebra









     Pn  of primes in F that have non-zero Hasse invariants and
index    	 LCM  mPi  
Corollary 2.3.25. Suppose that

is an F-central simple algebra of degree n. If
has such a local index mP that
mP 	 n 
then

is a division algebra.
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2.3.1 Brauer group
In order to get a better grip of the central simple algebras it is beneficial to consider
them as elements in a group. This deceivingly simple step, taken by Richard
Brauer, gives us a great insight on central simple algebras.
Proposition 2.3.26. Let

and   be F-central simple algebras. Then    F  
is an F-central simple algebra.
Let us now consider the family of all F-central simple algebras. Two cen-
tral simple F-algebras
 	 Mn   and   	 Ms   are said to be similar, if  
. We refer to a similarity class of a central simple algebra

with    .
Similarity classes of F-central simple algebras form a group (under tensor
product over F), called the Brauer group Br

F  of the field F . The identity
element of Br

F  is the similarity class of F and the inverse of the element
   
 Br  F  is the similarity class of the opposite algebra  opp.
Theorem 2.3.27. Let F be an algebraic number field and suppose that

and  
are F-central simple algebras. Then
  	  P
   P  P 
 F 
This theorem now allows us to introduce the following map.
Lemma 2.3.28. Let

be anF-central simple algebra where F is an algebraic
number field and P a prime in F. Then the map defined by

   FP   F  
is a group homomorphism from Br

F  to Br  FP  .
Following theorem gives us a concrete view on the previous map.
Theorem 2.3.29. Suppose that L  F is a cyclic Galois extension, Gal  L  F  	   σ 
and a 
 F  . Let E be any field containing F, and let EL be the compositum of E
and L in some larger field containing both E and L. We may write
H 	   σ k  	 Gal  L  L  E   Gal  EL  E  





L  F  σ  a    EL  E  σ k  a 
Example 2.3.30. Let λ be the square root of the complex number 2  i belonging
to the first quadrant of the complex plane. Let us consider the algebra    	  
λ

i      i   σ  i  , where the automorphism σ is determined by σ  λ  	  λ .
The field
 
i  	 F has only one infinite prime  ∞  and F  ∞  	
 









         λ  i        i   σ 2  i  	        id  i     
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2.3.2 Orders and discriminants of a division algebra
The main algebraic object in the design of code lattices from algebraic number
fields is the ring of algebraic integers. In the division algebras the analogy of this
concept is the maximal order. We begin with an example.
Example 2.3.31. Suppose that E  F is a cyclic extension of algebraic number
fields. Let
 	  E  F  σ  γ  be a cyclic division algebra and let γ 
 F  to be an
algebraic integer. We immediately see that the   F -module
Λ 	   E  u   E  
 
 
  un  1   E 
where   E is the ring of integers, is a subring in the cyclic algebra

E  F  σ  γ  . We
refer to this ring as the natural order. Note also that if γ is not an algebraic integer,
then Λ fails to be closed under multiplication.
Remark 2.3.32. What we call a natural order is actually an example of crossed
product orders.
Let F  K be a finite extension (could be also the trivial extension F  F) of
algebraic number fields and

an F-central division algebra of degree n.
Definition 2.3.33. An   K-order Λ in

is a subring of

, having the same iden-
tity element as

, and such that Λ is a finitely generated module over   K and
generates

as a linear space over K.
Example 2.3.34. If we have a trivial division algebra
 	 F , then   F , the ring
of algebraic integers in F , is an   K-order.
Our main interest are   F -orders, where F is the center, but sometimes it is
beneficial to consider these as   K-orders.
Proposition 2.3.35. Every   F -order Λ
 
is also an   K-order.
Definition 2.3.36. An   K-order Λ is called maximal, if it is not properly contained
in any other   K-order.
Proposition 2.3.37. Any F-central division algebra

has a maximal   K-order
and any order inside

is contained in at least one maximal order.
Remark 2.3.38. While much of the intuition, gained from the study of rings of
algebraic integers, is valid when we are considering maximal orders in division
algebras, there are some fundamental differences. For example, the ring of al-
gebraic integers in an algebraic number field is the unique maximal order, but a
division algebra can contain several maximal orders.
In order to research the relation between the ring   K and the   K-order Λ it
can be beneficial to consider the division algebra

as a subalgebra in a matrix
algebra.
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Theorem 2.3.39. Let

be a division algebra with center F. Every maximal
subfield E of

contains F. Further, if   : F  	 n2, then
E : F  	 n 




be an F-central division algebra where   : F  	 n2 and suppose that
E is a maximal subfield of

. Then we can consider

as a n-dimensional





. Therefore c can be seen as a matrix C 
 Mn  E  . So de-




E  . To shorten the notation we often identify the algebra  and its matrix
representation. We refer to maps ψ by calling them maximal representations. We
refer the reader to [39, Chapter 6, Section A] for details of this map.
Definition 2.3.41. The determinant (resp. trace) of the matrix C above is called
the reduced norm (resp. reduced trace) of the element c 




c  (resp. tr    F  c  ).
Proposition 2.3.42. Let

be an F-central division algebra and a an element of
. Then nr

a  and tr  a  
 F 
Example 2.3.43. Suppose that E  F is a cyclic extension of algebraic number
fields. Let
 	  E  F  σ  γ  be a cyclic division algebra.
We can consider

as a right vector space over E and every element a 	
x0  ux1  
 
 
  un  1xn  1 








xn  1  γσ 2






γσ n  1  x1 
x1 σ






x1  σ 2  x0  γσ n  1  x3 
...
...
xn  1 σ

xn  2  σ 2






σ n  1  x0 

 
Proposition 2.3.44. The norm and trace maps do not depend on the maximal
representation.








a  	 nrF   K  nr    F  a  
where nrF   K and trF   K are the usual norm and trace maps of algebraic number
theory.
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Remark 2.3.46. The connection with the usual norm map N
   K





a  ) and the reduced norm nr    K  a  (resp. reduced trace tr    K  a  )
of an element a 
  is N    K

a  	  nr    K  a   n (resp. T   F  a  	 ntr    K  a  ),
where n 	     : F  .
Proposition 2.3.47. Let Λ be an   K-order in an F-central division algebra

.
Then for any element a 
 Λ its reduced norm nr    K

a  and reduced trace tr    K  a 





Now we are ready to define one of the main algebraic objects of this thesis.
Definition 2.3.48. Let

be an F-central division algebra and m 	 dimK  . The
  K -discriminant of the   K-order Λ is the ideal d








xix j   mi  j 	 1   x1      xm  
 Λm  
If Λ is free   K-module, then
d





     xm  is any   K -basis of Λ.
Example 2.3.49. We consider again the case
 	 F , where   F is the unique
maximal   K -order in F . The   K-discriminant d
   F    K  is just the usual dis-
criminant of the extension F  K.
From now on when we are discussing orders we are referring to   F -orders,
where F is the center of the algebra. If we consider   K-orders or discriminants,
we always mention it.
Proposition 2.3.50. All the maximal orders of an F-central division algebra share
the same discriminant.
Now we can define the following.
Definition 2.3.51. Let

be an F-central division algebra and let Λ be some
maximal order in

. Then we refer to d





Remark 2.3.52. Although we are not discussing the ramification theory of ideals
in maximal orders in this thesis, we note that the discriminant of a maximal order
plays similar role in this theory as the discriminant of a number field in algebraic
number theory.
Following lemma connects the discriminants d

Λ    K  and d  Λ    F  .
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Lemma 2.3.53. Let

be an F-central division algebra of index n. If Λ is an





Λ    K  	 nrF   K  d  Λ    F   d    F    K  n2 
Remark 2.3.54. All the results in Section 2.3 are well known and can be found
from literature (see [34]).
2.4 Codes from division algebras
Let F be a complex quadratic field. We assume that E  F is a cyclic field extension
of degree n with Galois group Gal

E  F  	   σ  . Let  	  E  F  σ  γ  be a cyclic
division algebra of index n, that is,
 	 E  uE  u2E  
 
 
  un  1E 
as a (right) vector space over E . Here u 
  is an auxiliary generating element
subject to the relations xu 	 uσ  x  for all x 
 E and un 	 γ 
 F  .
Let us now consider the map ψ described in Example 2.3.43 and identify the
algebra

and its matrix representation.
In order to achieve a MIMO lattice with NVD the authors in [7] restricted
coefficients of u j to the algebraic integers. As a result we get a natural order
Λn 	   E  u   E  u2   E  
 
 
  un  1   E 






a    1, for every
non-zero a 
 Λn. It is also easily proved (Lemma 2.4.6) that the lattice ψ  Λn  is
full in Mn
    . These properties show that Λn is a promising space-time code in
the sense of this thesis.





     en  1  , then the elements x 
   E take the
form x 	 ∑n  1k 	 0 fkek, where fk 




 ψ  Λn  , n2 complex symbols are transmitted, i.e. the design has full rate.
We note that   E always has an   F -basis when   F is PID. Especially this is true
when F 	   i  or    ω  .
However, these remarkable properties are not true only for natural orders. We
could have chosen any   F -order (and any maximal representation ψ) and got all
the benefits of the natural order. In the following, we discuss the coding theoretic
properties of   F -orders supposing always that we use some maximal representa-
tion ψ . As we are considering F-central division algebras, the reader can always
suppose that we are using some cyclic generation and representation ψ attached
to it. At this point, the volumes of fundamental parallelotopes of the orders can





For simplicity, we suppose that F is a complex quadratic field. The case where
the center is
 
will be discussed later in Section 2.5. Let

be an F-central
division algebra of index n.









Λ  	  n 
Proof. The first equation is just Proposition 2.3.47 stated on different language.
We claim that φ

1  is the shortest vector in φ  Λ  . Because detmin  Λ  	 1, we get
by Lemma 2.2.2 that
sv

Λ    n 




1    F 	  n.
Corollary 2.4.2. Suppose we have an   F -order Λ in an F-central division alge-
bra




















Λ  1    2n2  
This reveals that in order to measure the normalized minimum determinant
and the minimum Euclidean distance of an order, we have to determine the volume
of the fundamental parallelotope.
Corollary 2.4.3. Let Λ1






Λ1   δψ  Λ2 
Nsvψ

Λ1   Nsvψ  Λ2 
and we have equality if and only if Λ1 	 Λ2.











Λ1  	 Nsvψ  Λ2 
Proof. The proof is postponed to Section 2.4.1.
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It is now evident that in order to maximize the minimum determinant we have
to use maximal orders as any other order is always contained in a maximal one
with a better minimum determinant.
We now give a quick peek how the switch from the natural order to a maximal
order can change the performance and the minimum determinant of the code.
The simulation setting is explained in Section 4.3. In Figure 2.1 we compare the
performance of the natural Λn and maximal Λmax orders of the algebra  2 (Section
4.1.2). We use the same ψ for both orders. By the methods we will present later
we have that δ

Λnat  	 0  44    and δ  Λmax  	 0  620    .























Figure 2.1: natural order of  2 (NAT) vs maximal order of  2 (MAX)
Remark 2.4.5. The first division algebra based STBC code was the Alamouti
code [1]. The general principles for division algebra codes were first presented in
[39]. The idea to consider natural orders to achieve the NVD property was first
proposed in [6], although the concept of an order was not used. In [16] it was
recognized that the algebraic construction used in [6] was an order and the use of
maximal orders was suggested to increase the coding gain.
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The propositions and corollaries of this section can be found, in one form or
another, from [18] and [23].
2.4.1 Discriminant and the volume of the fundamental parallelotope
For coding theoretical purposes we are interested in   F -orders inside an F-central
division algebra. However, in order to determine the volume of fundamental par-
allelotope of these orders it is easier to consider them as   -orders. This, of course,
is not a problem as every   F -order is also a   -order. In the following proposition
we use some chosen maximal representation ψ .
Proposition 2.4.6. Let Λ be a   -order of the F-central division algebra  of
index n, where F is an imaginary quadratic field. Then
mψ

Λ  	 2  n2    d  Λ       (2.4)
Proof. Let A 	  ai j  be an n  n complex matrix. We flatten it out into a 2n2-tuple
L

A  with the map φ of Subsection 1.2.








A  L  BH  T 	 ℜ  tr  AB   (2.6)
Next let   	  x1  x2      x2n2  be a   -basis for Λ. We form the 2n2  2n2
matrix L
    by stacking the matrices L  xi  on top of each other and R      by
using L

xi  T as columns. The Gram matrix of the basis   can then be presented
as
G 	 L     R     




R        	  det  R       , where R     is a matrix with
columns L

xHi  T . This assures that
det

G   	  det  L     R       
By (2.6) the matrix M 	 L     R     consists of elements
L

xi  L  xHj  T 	 ℜtr    F  xix j 
Knowing that trF  

a  	 2ℜ  a  the last equation transforms into
L

xi  L  xHj  T 	 2  1trF    tr    F  xix j  




G   	    det  M   	 2  n2    d  Λ      
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Combined with Corollary 2.4.1, Proposition 2.4.6 reveals that the normalized
minimum determinant of an order does not depend on the map ψ . So from now
on we can just simply use the term m

Λ  for the fundamental parallelotope of an
order.
Now we also have the proof for Proposition 2.4.4 as we know that all the
maximal orders of an algebra share the same discriminant.
Corollary 2.4.7. With the notation of the previous proposition we have
δ





Λ      1   4n 
Now we can make Proposition 2.4.3 more explicit.
Lemma 2.4.8. Let Λ  Γ be two orders in an F-central division algebra

. Then
   : d  Λ      	 Γ : Λ  2    : d  Γ     
Proof. For the proof we refer the reader to [34, p.66].
The following lemma leads us back to considering   F -orders.
Lemma 2.4.9. With the notation of Proposition 2.4.6. Let Λ be an   F -order. Then
m

Λ  	  2  n2 d  Λ    F   d    F      n2   2  
Proof. Lemma 2.3.53 gives us that
d

Λ     	  d  Λ    F   2d    F     n2 
Substituting this into (2.4) in Proposition 2.4.6 gives us the result.
The previous proposition shows that if we fix the center F , then the normal-
ized minimum determinant of an order Λ essentially depends on the discriminant
d

Λ    F 
Remark 2.4.10. Lemma 2.4.7 will be essential in our forthcoming discussion.
This is because the   -discriminant of an order is a rather complicated object, but
the   F -discriminant we can control with the aid of the local theory. In 2.4.2 we
will return to this subject.




i  -central division algebra of index n.
Let Λ    be a   i  -order. Then
m





Λ  	 1 d  Λ    i    1   2n 
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ω  -central division algebra of index n.








Λ  	  2   3  n   2   d  Λ   ω    1   2n 
Now we have found out that with a given center F and a given index n, the
algebra that has the smallest discriminant has also the maximal order with largest
normalized minimum determinant. This problem is analogous to the commutative
case. In order to find a lattice with a maximal product distance, we had to find
a field with a minimal discriminant. This classical problem is very hard. In the
totally real case the problem is solved only for the fields of degree < 9. In the
general case and for larger fields the best we have is the Odlyzko bound (1.1) that
gives us a lower bound. In the following, we will see that the situation is much
better in the non-commutative case.
Before we proceed one should remember our coding theoretical goal. To pro-
duce MIMO codes with optimal coding gain. So far we have achieved the follow-
ing correspondence.
  maximal coding gain    maximal order with a minimal discriminant
Remark 2.4.13. The results of Section 2.4.1 are from [17] and [18], except that
the Proposition 2.4.6 is slightly generalized and simplified version of the corre-
sponding one in [17].
2.4.2 Brauer group, Hasse invariants and the discriminant of a divi-
sion algebra
In the previous subsection we proved that the normalized minimum determinant
of an order depends on the discriminant. Especially, the minimum determinant of
a maximal order depends on the discriminant of the algebra. It is now evident that
there are some optimal algebras that have minimal discriminants. To find or even
describe these optimal algebras we have to reach a deeper understanding of the
discriminant of an algebra.
In this and in the following subsection we take a little distance to our coding
theoretical discussion and consider the discriminants of a division algebra more
generally. In Section 2.4.4 we return to our original route and apply our general
results to get bounds for normalized minimum determinants of codes from orders
of division algebras.
In this section we give two results, Equation (2.7) and Theorem 2.4.15, that are
crucial in Section 2.4.3. We take (2.7) as given because even a sketch of a proof
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would take us far away from our original problems. However, we outline a proof
for Theorem 2.4.15. In this sketch we are forced to use some terminology and
results that are not presented in this thesis. These can be found from the Reiner’s
book [34].
Let F be an algebraic number field that is of finite degree over
 
. Then we
have the fundamental exact sequence of Brauer groups (see e.g. [34] or [25])
0
  Br  F     Br  FP           0  (2.7)
Here the first nontrivial map is obtained by mapping the similarity class of a
F-central simple algebra






by extending the scalars from F to FP,
where P ranges over all the primes of   F . Note that the injectivity of this map is
stated in Theorem 2.3.27. That such a mapping is well defined is due to Lemma
2.3.28 and Theorem 2.3.24.
The second nontrivial map of the fundamental exact sequence is then simply
the sum of the Hasse invariants of the division algebras

P representing elements
of the Brauer groups Br

FP  .
The sequence tells us that the sum of the nontrivial Hasse invariants of any
central simple algebra must be an integer. Furthermore, this is the only constraint
for the Hasse invariants, i.e. any combination of Hasse invariants

a  mP  such
that only finitely many of them are non-zero, and that they sum up to an integer,
is realized as a collection of the Hasse invariants of some central simple algebra
over F . We warn the reader that when considering infinite primes the Hasse
invariants have strict restrictions.
We give one simple result, following from Sequence (2.7), for later use.
Corollary 2.4.14. Suppose that










P be the local indices of


































P  	 1. The exact sequence 2.7
reveals that the Hasse invariant h
  





implies the first result. The elementary properties of the tensor product tell us that
 
      : F  	 n  n  
On the other hand (2.8) and Theorem 2.3.24 imply that
index        	 n  n  
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From now on when we talk about sums of Hasse invariants we refer to the
fractional part of that sum.
We note that each similarity class includes exactly one division algebra. This
means that the Hasse invariants of a division algebra define the algebra not only
up to similarity but up to isomorphism. Therefore it is not a great surprise that the
discriminant of a division algebra is totally determined by its Hasse invariants.
Theorem 2.4.15. Let F be an algebraic number field and

an F-central division
algebra of index n. Suppose that the only finite ramified primes in

are P1
     Pn





Λ    F  	
n
∏
i 	 1 P










Λ    F  	
n
∏




Let us now determine the local discriminant d
 
P  . Wedderburn’s theorem to-













s  	  E  FP  σ  πs  is the division algebra of Proposition 2.3.18. We
note that π   FP 	 P   FP . It is then easily seen that
d
 









s     	  E  FP  σ h  π  
where h is chosen so that

σ h  s 	 σ and that s is the smallest integer with this
property. Theorem [34, 13.3] states that the natural order,
Λ 	   E  u   E  
 
 
  umP   E 
of
  is maximal. The extension E  FP is unramified and therefore d  E  FP  	
  FP . Lemma 3.1.1 is also applicable in this local situation and we get that
d

Λ    FP  	 PmP  mP  1  
We now have that
d
 
P  	 d    mP  s   κ2P 	 d     κ2P 	 PmP  mP  1  κ2P








i 	 1 Pi
 mPi  1  mPi κ2Pi   (2.9)
Proposition 2.3.12 gives us that
FP
  
: FP  	   : F 
On the other hand we have
FP
  
: FP  	 MκP    mP  s   : FP  	  κP  2    mP  s  : FP  	  κP  2  mP  2 
By combining these results we get
κP 	
 
  : F 
mP

By substituting this into (2.9) we get the claim.
Remark 2.4.16. The proof we gave here still does not give a very deep insight to
the discriminant of a division algebra. The proper way to discuss the discriminants
would be through the local and global differents and ideal theory of maximal
orders. For this theory and for an alternative proof of Theorem 2.4.15 we refer
the reader to [34, Theorem 25.7]. The proof of [34, Theorem 14.9] gives a nice
insight to the determination of the local discriminant.
Remark 2.4.17. The formula for the discriminant of a division algebra is unsur-
prising and is rather similar to the discriminant formula for tamely ramified Galois
extensions of algebraic number fields L  F . The κ 2P can be considered as the num-
ber of splitting primes g over a prime P of   F and mP as the usual ramification
index e. However, the inertial degree f is always the same as the ramification
index mP. The biggest difference here is that wild ramification does not exist in
division algebras. The local discriminant is exactly determined by the local index
mP. This will be one of the key points why we are able to give very strong bounds
for the discriminants of division algebras in the following section.
Remark 2.4.18. This is not the first time when the fundamental exact sequence
(2.7) has been used in coding theory. In [27] Morandi and Sethuraman used the
corresponding exact sequence, that appears in the theory of function fields over
finite fields, to produce analogues of Goppa codes from division algebras. This
paper gave us the basic idea for our application.
Remark 2.4.19. The results in Section 2.4.2 are well known. The proof of The-
orem 2.4.15 is an alternative for the one usually found from the literature (see
[34]).
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2.4.3 Bounds for the discriminant
Let us now suppose that with a given number field F we would like to produce
a division algebra

of a given index n, having F as its center and the smallest
possible discriminant. We proceed to show that we can describe the algebra well
and we can derive an explicit formula for its discriminant.
Again let F be an algebraic number field that is finite dimensional over
 
, and
  F its ring of integers. In what follows we discuss the size of ideals of   F . By
this we mean that ideals are ordered by the absolute values of their norms to
 
, so
e.g. in the case   F 	   i  we say that the prime ideal generated by 2  i is smaller
than the prime ideal generated by 3 as they have norms 5 and 9, respectively.
Remark 2.4.20. As we are going to consider the size of the discriminant of a
division algebra, in the light of Lemma 2.3.53, our definition for the size of the
ideals is well defined.
Theorem 2.4.21. Assume that P1
     Ps are a set of finite prime ideals of   F and
Ps   1
     Pn are a set of real primes.
Assume further that a sequence of rational numbers
a1  mP1
     as  mPs  as   1  mPs   1
     an  mPn 






 0  mod 1  
1  ai  mPi , and  ai  mPi  	 1.
Then there exist an F-central division algebra

that has local indices mPi
and the least common multiple (LCM) of the numbers

mPi  as an index.
If Λ is a maximal   F -order in

, then the discriminant of Λ is
d

Λ    F  	
s
∏
i 	 1 P






Proof. By the exactness of the sequence (2.7) we know that there exist an F-
central simple algebra

0 which has local indices mPi . By Wedderburn’s Theorem
the similarity class of







The rest now follows directly from Theorem 2.3.24 and Theorem 2.4.15.
At this point, it is clear that the discriminant d

of a division algebra depends
only on its local indices mPi .
Now we have an optimization problem to solve. Given the center F and an in-
teger n we should decide how to choose the local indices and the Hasse invariants
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so that the LCM of the local indices is n, the sum of the Hasse invariants is an in-
teger, and that the resulting discriminant is as small as possible. We immediately
observe that at least two of the Hasse invariants must be non-integral.
Observe that the exponent d




















be an F-central division algebra of degree pk 	 n where
p is a prime. Then

has at least two Hasse invariants with the local indices pk.
Proof. We know that there has to be at least two nontrivial Hasse invariants and
at least one that has local index pk. Knowing that the sum of the Hasse invariants

























are F-central division algebras of index pki
i
. Let P be a prime of F and
let mP be the local index of






mP  	 vpi  m P  (2.11)
The algebra






two nontrivial Hasse invariants.
Proof. The proof for the existence of the prescribed decomposition of the algebra
can be found from [2, Theorem 15]. Equation (2.11) follows directly from the
fact that the Hasse invariants of the algebra











has at least two Hasse invariants with local




has more than two nontrivial















Corollary 2.4.14 assures that the resulting algebra
   is division a algebra of an
index n. Because mPz
      mPz    ,    has smaller discriminant than  .
Remark 2.4.24. Suppose that the algebra





m  	 1. If
k 	 1, the proof of the last lemma reveals that we can always suppose that an
algebra with minimal discriminant does not have ramified infinite primes. The
same is of course true if the center F does not have real primes.
In the following, we naturally expand our definition of the size of ideals by
setting that Ak  Bh, where A and B are ideals of   F and k and h are rational




A   k   nrF    B   h.
Lemma 2.4.25. Suppose that a

b and c are positive integers. Let P1  P2 be a
pair of finite primes of an algebraic number field F. Then
P  1  1abc 
1
P  1  1b 
2
 P  1  1ab 
1
P  1  1bc 
2

Proof. Because P1  P2 and  1  1b    1  1bc   the inequality
P  1  1abc 
1
P  1  1b 
2
 P  1  1ab 
1
P  1  1bc 
2
is true if
P  1  1abc 
1
P  1  1b 
1
 P  1  1ab 
1
P  1  1bc 
1
is. The last inequality follows from the fact that
2
  1  ac
abc
  2   a  c
abc
 
Theorem 2.4.26. Assume that F is a number field, and that P1 and P2 are a pair
of smallest prime ideals in   F . If we do not allow ramification on infinite primes,
then the smallest possible discriminant of all central division algebras over F of
index n is 
P1P2  n  n  1  
Proof. By Theorem 2.4.21 the division algebra with Hasse invariants 1  n and
n

1   n at the primes P1 and P2 has the prescribed discriminant, so we only need
to show that this is the smallest possible value.






     ps are separate primes and let  be
a division algebra of index n, with a minimal discriminant.
Lemma 2.4.23 states that we can suppose that every pki
i
is the exact divisor of
exactly two local indices. This results that the product of all the local indices is
n2.
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If

now has only two finite primes having nontrivial Hasse invariants, we
are done. Let Px  Py be a pair of smallest ramified primes in  and Pz a third
ramified prime. By considering the factors pki
i
in the local indices we see that we
can write mPx 	 ab, mPy 	 d, mPz 	 bc, where  ab  c  	 1. Now we have
 
P  1  1ab x P  1  1bc z P  1  1d y C  n2 	 d  
and after applying Lemma 2.4.25
 
P  1  1abc x P  1  1b z P  1  1d y C  n2    P  1  1ab x P  1  1bc z P  1  1d y C  n2 	 d  
We can then apply Lemma 2.4.25 to P  1  11  d y and P  1  11  b z getting that
 
P  1  1abc x P  1  1db y C  n2  d  
Remembering that each of the terms pki
i





d  	 1.
This process can be continued until the only terms left are P  1  1h x and P  1  1k y .
By analyzing where the terms pki
i
went and recalling that the product of all the
local indices of

was n2, we see that h 	 k 	 n. We finally get 
P  1  1n 
1
P  1  1n 
2
 n2    P  1  1n x P  1  1n y  n2  d  
Proposition 2.4.27. Let

be a F-central division algebra of degree 2m 	 n,
where m and 2 are relatively prime and let P1  P2 be a pair of smallest primes in
F.




P1P2  m  m  1  
If F has only one real prime P∞, then the minimal discriminant of

is
Pn  n  1 
1
Pm  m  1 
2

Proof. In the first case, Proposition 2.4.23 reveals that the product of all the local
indices at the finite primes, of an algebra with a minimal discriminant, is at least
m2. This situation corresponds to a division algebra where we have set 1  2 and
1  2 a the Hasse invariants at the infinite primes. The reasoning of Theorem 2.4.26
can then be used to the Hasse invariants of finite primes giving that any F-central
division algebra

has discriminant larger than

P1P2  m  m  1  .
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In the second case, Hasse invariants hP1 	 m  22m , hP2 	 1m and hP∞ 	 1  2 give us
a division algebra with discriminant Pn  n  1 
1
Pm  m  1 
2
. To prove that no algebra has
a smaller discriminant than this we again use Proposition 2.4.23 to prove that the
product of local indices at finite primes has to be at least 2m2. We then proceed as
in the first case.
Remark 2.4.28. We note that Proposition 2.4.27 and Theorem 2.4.26 cover all
the centers. This follows directly from the considerations in Remark 2.4.24.
Remark 2.4.29. By analyzing the proofs of Proposition 2.4.23 and Lemma 2.4.25
we see that essentially the minimal discriminant is unique. The only variations
allowed are those where we replace prime ideals P1 and P2 with primes of same
sizes. The direct consequence is that only the algebras that have at most two
ramified finite primes can have a minimal discriminant.
Yet this is not enough to define the algebra uniquely. For example, in Theorem
2.4.26 any pair of Hasse invariants a  n and  n  a   n, where 0  a  n and  a  n  	
1, leads to a division algebra with the same discriminant.
Remark 2.4.30. If we compare these discriminant bounds to the commutative
case, the results are surprisingly strong. The bounds are very simple and in all
the cases they are achievable. This is in a sharp contrast to Odlyzko bound in
algebraic number theory.
In Remark 2.4.17 we were considering an analogy between division algebras
and Galois extensions of number fields. Could it be possible to use the strategy of
the proof of Theorem 2.4.26 to give a strong discriminant bounds for Galois ex-
tensions of algebraic number fields? Unfortunately there exist some fundamental
differences between the commutative and the non-commutative case. The first is
that there does exist wild ramification in number fields and the inertial degree and
the ramification index are usually not equal. These differences prevent us using
the inequalities we used in the proof of Theorem 2.4.26. The bigger difficulty
is, however, the lack of an analogy for the fundamental exact sequence. When
considering algebraic number fields we cannot give a set of local extensions with
described ramification and then find a global field which has these local extensions
as localizations. Especially, we cannot find a field where only two small primes
are tamely ramified for every n. We will encounter this difference in the proof of
Proposition 3.1.4.
Remark 2.4.31. Theorem 2.4.21 is well known. Theorem 2.4.26 is from [18].
Proposition 2.4.27 is introduced for the first time in this thesis.
2.4.4 Bounds for the normalized minimum determinant
Now we can return to our main interest where the center is a complex quadratic
field. In this case, F does not have any real places and therefore the only rami-
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fied primes in any F-central division algebra are finite. In this situation Theorem
2.4.26 gives us a minimal discriminant. In particular we are interested in the case
where the center is
  
i  or   ω  .
The smallest primes of the ring   i  are 1  i and 2   i. They have norms 2
and 5, respectively. The smallest primes of the ring  ω  are   3 and 2 with
respective norms 3 and 4. Together with Corollaries 2.4.11 and 2.4.12 we get the
following bounds.
Corollary 2.4.32 (Discriminant bound). Let Λ be an order of a central divi-
sion algebra of index n over the field
 
i  . Then the measure of a fundamental
parallelotope of the corresponding lattice satisfies
m

Λ   10n  n  1    2








Λ    n 
 10   1  n    4n  
Furthermore, for every n there exist cyclic division algebras with center
 
i  ,
whose maximal orders achieve equality in all of these bounds.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4.26 the absolute value of the minimal discriminant is
 
2 
i   1  i   n  n  1  	 10n  n  1    2. The rest then follows directly from Corollary 2.4.11
and Corollary 2.4.2.
Corollary 2.4.33 (Discriminant bound). Let Λ be an order of a central division
algebra of index n over the field
  
ω  , ω 	  1    3   2. Then the measure of
the fundamental parallelotope of the corresponding lattice satisfies
m

Λ     3  2  n2 12n  n  1    2









Λ     n 
  2   3  1   2 
 12   1  n    4n  
Furthermore, for every n there exist cyclic division algebras with center
  
ω  ,
whose maximal orders achieve equality in all of these bounds.
In what follows we sometimes refer to these bounds as B   i  and B   ω  . We
note that while our results did not give us explicit constructions of the division al-
gebras with minimal discriminants, at the local level we described them well. The
following lemma benefits from this knowledge and gives us an effective method
for detecting division algebras with minimal discriminants.
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Lemma 2.4.34. Let F be a complex quadratic field, and let P1 and P2 be a pair
of smallest prime ideals of its ring of integers   F . Let

be a central division
algebra over F, and let Λ be any   F -order in

. If the discriminant d

Λ  is
divisible only by the primes P1 and P2, then any maximal order Γ of

achieves
the discriminant bound of Theorem 2.4.26.
Proof. We know that there exists a maximal order, say Γ0, containing Λ. The
discriminant of Γ0 is then a factor of d

Λ  , so P1 and P2 are the only prime divisors
of d

Γ0  . From Theorem 2.4.21 we infer that the only nontrivial Hasse invariants
of

occur at P1 and P2. As the sum of the two Hasse invariants is an integer,
they have the same denominator. This must then be equal to the index of

. The
discriminant formula of Theorem 2.4.21 shows that d

Γ0  equals the discriminant
bound. Any other maximal order in

shares its discriminant with Γ0.
In Table 2.1 we have collected relevant data of the codes which Corollaries
2.4.32 and 2.4.33 promise to exist. We refer to maximal orders that reach the
bound in Corollary 2.4.32 with Λin and to orders reaching the bound in Corollary
2.4.33 with Λωn . For a comparison we have also added values of the bounds of
Section 2.2 for the shortest vectors and minimum determinants.
As an example we count the few first values of the first row of Table 2.1. In this
case we know the exact value of sv

2  	  2 and therefore Bsv  2  	  2. Accord-
ing to Lemma 2.2.3 then Bδ

2  	 1. The other relevant information can be directly
read from Corollary 2.4.32 which gives us that m

Λn  	 10, Nsv  φ  Λ2   	 1  065,
and δ





n  Bsv  n  Nsv  Λin  δ  Λin  δ  Λωn  Nsv  Λωn 
2 1.00 1.41 1.07 0.56 0.62 1.11
3 1.16 1.82 1.18 0.32 0.36 1.23
4 1.61 2.25 1.30 0.18 0.20 1.35
5 2.57 2.70 1.41 0.10 0.12 1.46
6 4.59 3.16 1.52 0.06 0.07 1.57
Remark 2.4.35. By considering different complex quadratic fields and their dis-
criminants and smallest prime ideals we easily see that the MIMO codes with
maximal coding gain come from maximal orders with minimal discriminants in
division algebras over the centers
 
ω  and     7  .
The orders Λωn have the best coding gain when n  5. After that the best choice
for the center is
   
7  with minimal ideals   1    7   2  and   1    7   2  .
The resulting maximal orders with minimal discriminants have a considerably
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better coding gain than any previously known MIMO code. We return to this
question in Chapter 3.
Remark 2.4.36. Notable here is that if we consider maximal orders Λωn achieving




Λωn   in  2n2 has length
n

2   3  1   2 
 12   1  n    4n  
This implies that, asymptotically, the shortest vector approaches the value
 
n  3.
This reveals that these real lattices have a center density comparable to that of the
Barnes-Wall lattices. The relatively good Euclidean distance of our codes suggests
that they are suitable also for low values of SNR.
Remark 2.4.37. The results in Section 2.4.4 are from [18] except Table 2.1 which
is from [23].
2.5 Real matrix lattices
In some applications (see [5]) it is beneficial to have the code lattice consisting
of matrices with real coefficients. In the following we quickly describe how our
theory works in this setting.
A full lattice L in Mn
  has n2 linearly independent basis vectors. Again we
get an isometry φ  that maps a matrix M into a vector in
 n2 . Now we can de-




  just like in Section 2.2.
One must note that in the case of real matrix lattices the scaling affects the
minimum determinant differently as in the complex case. A simple computation
shows that if a is the minimum determinant of the lattice L before the scaling,




L  1   n  (2.12)
We list here the analogues of the results in Section 2.2.
Lemma 2.5.1. Suppose we have a full lattice L in Mn
  . Then
detmin

L    sv  L  2
n
 n   2 
Corollary 2.5.2. For a full lattices in Mn
  we have an upper bound
δ

n    Nsv  n2  2
n
 n   2 
Proposition 2.5.3. If L is a full rectangular lattice in Mn
  , then
δ

L   1
nn   2 
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2.5.1 Real division algebras
In order to construct full matrix lattices in Mn
  we consider a   -central division
algebra

L     σ  γ  and use the maximal subfield representation of Section 2.4. To
ensure that our matrices truly belong to the space Mn
  we have to use a special
class of algebras and choose also the cyclic generation carefully. This method has
been considered at least in [5].
Definition 2.5.4. We call a division algebra

real if it has cyclic generation
L     σ  γ  where L is a totally real extension of   .






-central division algebra of index n. Then

is
not ramified at ∞.
Proof. Let
 	  L     σ  γ  , where L is totally real. If we now consider the alge-
bra
     , Theorem 2.3.29 gives us that
      L    σ    γ       σ    γ 
This assures that m∞ 	 1.
From now on when we discuss the geometric properties of orders of real divi-
sion algebras we suppose that the algebra is embedded into Mn
  with the help
of some real cyclic generation and some maximal representation attached to it.
From the following proof we see that the choice of the cyclic generation does not
affect the measure of fundamental parallelotope of the corresponding lattice.
Lemma 2.5.6. Suppose that we have a division algebra

that has real cyclic
generation

L     σ  γ  . Let Λ be a   -order inside  . Then
m

Λ  	    d  Λ      
Proof. We consider

as a matrix algebra through the maximal subfield repre-
sentation ψ . Let x1




  n2 by using the map φ  . It is then easily seen that
L





xi  L  xTj  T 	 tr  xix j  (2.14)
We form the n2  n2 matrix L     by stacking the matrices L  xi  on top of each
other. Similarly we get R
    by using the matrices L  xTi  T as ‘column blocks’.
Then the matrix M 	 L     R     consists of elements of
L

xi  L  xTj  T 	 tr  xix j  	 tr     xix j 
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Clearly det R




Λ  R   	  detL      2 




    L    
Corollary 2.5.7 (Discriminant bound). Let Λ be an order of a real division al-
gebra










3  n  n  1   (2.15)
m





Λ   6   1  n 2 
For every n there always exists a real division algebra achieving these bounds.
Proof. Lemma 2.5.5 states that we cannot admit ramification on infinite primes
and therefore we can apply Theorem 2.4.26 here. The smallest finite primes in  
are 2 and 3. The first results then follow from Theorem 2.4.26.
It is, however, not clear whether we can reach the bound with a real division
algebra. Let
   be a division algebra that reaches the bound 2.15. The nontrivial
local indices of

are m  2  	 m  3  	 n. We then follow the proof of Theorem
32.20 in [34]. The Grunwald-Wang Theorem [34, Theorem 32.18] implies that
there exists a cyclic extension L of
 
such that
 L :    	  LP2 :
 
2  	  LP3 :
 
3  	 n and  LP∞ :   ∞  	 1 
where P2, P3 and P∞ are some extensions of

2  ,  3  and ∞ to L. The equation
concerning the ramification of the infinite prime assures that the field L is totally
real. Like in [34, Theorem 32.20] we conclude that L splits

. This, combined
with the fact that   : L  	  L :    2 , implies that  is isomorphic to some cyclic
algebra

L     σ  γ  , where γ 
    and Gal  L     	   σ  .
Remark 2.5.8. The matrix lattices that Corollary 2.5.7 promises to exist have the
best known normalized minimum determinant.
Remark 2.5.9. The idea to construct real matrix lattices from real division alge-
bras was first proposed in [5]. Lemma 2.5.5 is a trivial consequence of well known
theory. Other results are proposed for the first time in this thesis.
Chapter 3
Analysis of some known codes
3.1 Codes from natural orders
In [21] and [12] the authors considered codes that were derived from the natural
orders of division algebras with centers
 
i  and   ω  . However, they did not
determine the coding gain of their codes. In the following we give a simple method
for the determination of the normalized minimum determinant for these codes.
This method allows us to create a bound for the minimum determinants of codes
from natural orders.
One should note that in order to prove the following lemma one should use
the maximal representation ψ attached to the maximal cyclic subfield E . While
the result does not depend on this, it is easier to use the simple form this particular
ψ gives for the reduced trace (see Example 2.3.43).
Lemma 3.1.1. Let F be such an algebraic number field that   F is PID. Suppose
that we have a cyclic division algebra
 	  E  F  σ  γ  and assume that γ is an
algebraic integer of F. Let Λ be the natural order of Example 2.3.31. If d

E  F 
is the   F -discriminant of   E (often referred to as the relative discriminant of the
extension E  F), then
d

Λ    F  	 d  E  F  nγn  n  1  
Proof. The natural order has an expansion as
Λ 	   E  u   E  
 
 
  un  1   E 
We immediately see that ui   E and u j   E are orthogonal to each other with re-
spect to the bilinear form given by the reduced trace except in the cases where




     un  1X  is a   F -basis for the order Λ.
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jx     nk    	 1 	  ui   jtr    F  σ  xk   jx     nk    	 1
	  γε  trE   F  σ  xk   jx      nk    	 1 
on the diagonal. In these blocks the exponent ε is equal to zero or n according to
whether i  j equals zero or n. The former case occurs only once and the latter
case occurs exactly n

1 times. Lemma 1.1.13 now implies the claim.
The following corollary gives us a simple formula for the determination of the
normalized minimum determinant of a natural order.
Corollary 3.1.2. Let F be a complex quadratic field, such that   F is PID, and















Λ      1   4n 	
2n   2
γ
  n  1    2  d  E      1   4 








E  F  nγn  n  1   2 d  F     n2  




E  F  nγn  n  1   2d  F     n2  	   d  E  F  2d  F     n  n  γ  2n  n  1  
	  d  E     n γ2n  n  1   
In the following we prove that for the centers
 
i  and   ω  the natural orders
cannot reach the bounds of Corollaries 2.4.32 and 2.4.33. Later on we will see that
these considerations would have been necessary only for the division algebras of
index 2. However, the proof of Proposition 3.1.4 gives us a better insight into this
question than Proposition 3.1.8.
In the next lemma we use some basic results from the theory of discriminants
and differents. For these results and the notion of the different we refer the reader
to [22, Chapter 3.12].
Lemma 3.1.3. Suppose we have a Galois extension E  F of degree n and that
there are g prime ideals Bi of E lying over a prime P of F. If the prime P is wildly





E  F    n 
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Proof. Suppose that DE   F is the different of the extension E  F . The definition of
the different reveals that
σ

DE   F  	 DE   F
for every σ 
 Gal  E  F  . Therefore vBi

DE   F  	 vB j

DE   F  for every i and j.
Because P was supposed to be wildly ramified
s 	 vBi






where e is the ramification index of Bi  P.
The theory of normal extensions states that e f g 	 n, where f is the inertial





E  F   	 vP  NE   F  DE   F   	 sg f  eg f 	 n 
Proposition 3.1.4. Suppose we have a division algebra
 	  E     i   σ  γ  , where






Λ      i  
    2  i  n  n  1   1  i  n  n  1   
Proof. The natural order Λ is a subset of some maximal order Λmax and therefore
d

Λ      i  
   
2  i  n  n  1   1  i  n  n  1   . Let us then assume that  d  Λ      i  
 	 
2  i  n  n  1   1  i  n  n  1   .
According to Lemma 3.1.1 the only primes that could be ramified in the ex-
tension E     i  are  1  i  ,  2  i  , and  2  i  . Lemma 3.1.3 assures that none of
these primes can be wildly ramified.
One of the main results of the global class field theory [25, p. 123] states that
there exists a ray class field C  1   i   2   i   2  i  that contains all the cyclic extensions
of
 
i  where only  1  i  ,  2  i  , or  2  i  is tamely ramified.
We can now calculate the degree of the extension C  2   i   1   i   2  i  
 
i  . By
[25, Theorem 1.5] we have C  2   i   1   i   2  i  :
  
i   	 2, which implies that E 	
C  2   i   1   i   2  i  and n 	 2.The ray class fields C  2   i   1   i  and C  2  i   1   i  that admit tame ramification at
2  i  and  1  i  or, at  2  i  and  1  i  respectively, are both trivial extensions
of
  
i  . Hence, both  2  i  and  2  i  are ramified in E and divide the discrimi-
nant of the extension E     i  . The discriminant of the natural order Λ now has to
be divisible by at least

2  i  2  2  i  2. This gives us a contradiction.
Proposition 3.1.5. Suppose we have a division algebra
 	  E    ω   σ  γ  ,






Λ         3  
      3  n  n  1  2n  n  1   
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of the previous proposition.
Remark 3.1.6. In the proof of Proposition 3.1.4 we encountered the ray class
field C  2   i   2  i  that is a degree two extension over the field
 
i  and has the
minimal polynomial x2

5. This field is the maximal subfield for which the cyclic
generation of the golden algebra   (see Subsection 3.2.1) is build.
Remark 3.1.7. The proof of Proposition 3.1.4 is also a good example of the prob-
lems we encounter if we try to imitate the proof of Theorem 2.4.26 in the com-
mutative case. All the abelian extensions with tame ramification on only limited
number of primes can have only limited degree. If we like to consider larger ex-
tensions we have to allow either wild ramification or ramification in a larger set of
prime ideals.
The following proposition reveals that the normalized minimum determinants
of natural orders are quite far from the bounds of Corollaries 2.4.32 and 2.4.33.
Proposition 3.1.8. Let F be a complex quadratic field, such that   F is PID. If Λ
is a natural order in an F-central division algebra













Proof. We note that the maximal cyclic subfield E is always totally complex and
has degree 2n over
 
. The claims now follow directly from the Odlyzko’s bound
1.1 and Lemma 3.1.1.
Remark 3.1.9. We note that the bound in Proposition 3.1.8 is not very tight,
because it does not take into account the effect of the non-norm element. For
example, when the center is
  
i  , the non-norm element has to be at least 1  i
when n  4.
We denote the previous bound by Bnat . In the following figure we present
Bnat   2   n and  B   i    2   n for values less than 50.
The following example suggests that actually the values of discriminants of
the natural orders are considerably larger than the bound Bnat .
Example 3.1.10. Let ζ   	 exp  2πi  2    be a complex 2l th root of unity, where
  
2 is an integer. Then n 	    ζ    :   i   	 2    2. In [21] Kiran and Rajan
proved that the family of cyclic algebras

  	    ζ        i   σ  ζ    	 ζ 5   2  i  
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Bnat   2   n (dots) vs  B   i    2   n (solid)
with
  
3, consists entirely of division algebras. Let Λnat    be the natural order of
the algebra

  . It is then easily calculated that
d
   ζ       i   	  1  i  2n  l  2  	  1  i  2n log2  n  




Λ      i    	   1  i  2n2 log2  n   2  i  n  n  1   	 nn2 5n  n  1    2 
Remark 3.1.11. Lemma 3.1.1 is true also in the case where the ring   F is not a
PID, but for simplicity we proved it only in the PID case. The general result is
easy to see by localization. This implies that we can forget the PID condition also
in Proposition 3.1.8 and in Corollary 3.1.2.
Remark 3.1.12. The results in Section 3.1 are from [18] except Proposition 3.1.8
and Corollary 3.1.2 which are presented for the first time here.
3.2 Codes with shaping
Recently, in [30] the authors considered a family of MIMO codes, the so-called
perfect codes. One of the characteristics of their codes was that when vectorized
the codes had a certain shape. For HEX-information symbols the shape is An
2
2 and
for QAM-symbols it is   2n2.
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One of the drawbacks of perfect codes was that they exist only for restricted
number of antennas. In [11] the authors considered a generalization of the per-
fect codes and achieved two infinite families of codes. Again their codes were
constructed so that all the codes had shape An
2
2 or   2n
2
.
In next section we are going to analyze the perfect codes of [30] thoroughly.
However, our order theoretic methods are not sufficient for determining the nor-
malized minimum determinants of the codes in [11].
Still the geometric shape of codes in [30] and [11] allows us to apply the sim-
ple results of Section 2.2 and give strong bounds for the minimum determinants
for all the shaped codes in [30] and [11]. The bound Bort is applicable for the
codes with shape   2n2 and the bound Bhex is suitable for the codes that have the
shape An
2
2 . In the following pictures we compare Bort to the bound B   i  and Bhex
to the bound B   ω  .








Bort   2   n (dots) vs  B   i    2   n (solid)
When we look at the formulas for the minimum determinants of maximal
orders and the formula for the orthogonal bound it is evident that no orthogonal
code can have the minimum determinants of the codes Λin and Λωn and that the
difference increases when n grows. The problem here is that rectangular lattices
always have too short minimum vector.
The same can be said about the bound Bhex and the maximal orders Λ
i
n and Λωn
with one exception when n 	 2, Bhex 	 0  577    , and δ  Λi2  	 0  562    .
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Bhex   2   n (dots) vs  B   ω    2   n (solid)
3.2.1 Perfect codes
In the following we will analyze the perfect codes of [30]. Specifically, we are
going to discuss the structure of the underlying algebras. In order to do so, we
have to prove some results that allow us to use our previous machinery also in this
situation.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let Λ be an order in a cyclic division algebra of index n over an
imaginary quadratic number field. Let x 
 Λ be any non-zero element, then
δ

Λx  	 δ  Λ 
Proof. By the multiplicativity of the norm the minimum determinant of Λx is
equal to the absolute value of nr
   F

x  . Let us now determine how the funda-
mental parallelotope of Λx is related to the fundamental parallelotope of Λ.
We have that Λ : Λx  	 N     x   (see [34, Exercise 7, p. 131]). On the other





x   	   nr     x   n 
Definition 2   3   45	   nrF    nr    F  x    n 
F :   	 2	  nr    F  x  n  2
	  nr    F  x   2n 
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Hence, Λ : Λx  	  nr    F  x   2n. This implies
m

















Λ   1   2n 	 δ

Λ 
We note that while the minimum determinant is invariant on multiplying with
an element the same is not true when we consider the length of the minimum
vector. Still we are not totally helpless.
Proposition 3.2.2. Suppose that

is a division algebra of index n with a center
F 	    i  or F 	    ω  . If Λ is an   F -order of  and x is an element of Λ then
Nsv

Λ   Nsv  Λx 




Λ   1   n 

n 	 Nsv  Λ  . Similarly Lemma 2.2.2 gives that  δ  Λx   1   n 
  n  Nsv  Λx  .
According to Lemma 3.2.1 we have δ

Λ  	 δ  Λx  .
Proposition 3.2.3. Let

1 	  E1  F  σ1  γ1  and  2 	  E2  F  σ2  γ2  be division




2 is a division algebra






E1E2  F  σ1σ2  γm21 γm12  
where σ1σ2 is an element of Gal

E1E2  F   Gal  E1  F   Gal  E2  F  .
Let P1 and P2 be some pair of minimal prime ideals of the field F. If

1 and





has a minimal discriminant that is only divisible by P1 and P2.
Proof. For the proof of the first two claims we refer the reader to [2, Theorem 20,





are those associated with the primes P1 and P2. The mappings in the fundamental
exact sequence (2.7) are homomorphisms of groups. Together with the fact that
extending scalars to a P-adic completion commutes with the formation of a tensor




2 are sums of those of

1 and




2 is only divisible by the prime ideals P1
and P2. By the proof of Theorem 2.4.26 it is then minimal.
Suppose we have a finite cyclic extension E  F of algebraic number fields.
Let P be a prime of F and B some prime of E that lies over P. We denote the
completion EB by EP or E


FP. This notation is valid in Galois extensions, because
the fields EB are isomorphic for all primes B that lie over P.
In the following we give an algebraic analysis of perfect codes. The resulting
numerical data is collected into Table 3.1.
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2  2 perfect code
The first perfect algebra is the same as the Golden algebra   	  E  F  σ  γ  ,
where the extension E  F 	    i   5      i  has discriminant  2  i   2  i  . The
discriminant of the natural order is therefore

2  i  2  2  i  2. Because the dis-
criminant of the algebra   divides  2  i  2  2  i  2 it can have at maximum two
prime divisors

2  i  and  2  i  . As a consequence the only Hasse invariants that
can be nontrivial are h  2   i  and h  2  i  .The algebra   must have at least two nontrivial Hasse invariants and there-
fore h  2   i  and h  2  i  are both nontrivial. Combining the equations
LCM m  2   i 

m  2  i   	 2
and h  2   i   h  2  i  	 1 we get that h  2   i  	 h  2  i  	 1  2. Theorem 2.4.21 states
that the discriminant of   is  2  i  2  2  i  2. Comparing this to the discriminant
of the natural order we see that the natural order Λ2 is maximal. The actual code
is then
B2 	 1c Λ2a
where a
   E and c 
  is normalizing factor. The element a is chosen so that
the vectorized code has shape   2n2.
3  3 perfect code
The underlying algebra of the 3  3 perfect code is   3 	  E  F  σ  ω  , where
again ω 	  1    3   2, F 	    ω  , E 	    ζ7  ζ  17  ω  and σ : ζ7  ζ  17 
  








where u3 	 ω .
The discriminant of the extension E  F is  2    3  2  2    3  2 	 P21 P22
and the discriminant of the natural order has therefore only two prime factors. By
Lemma 2.4.34 the only nontrivial Hasse invariants of
 
3 are hP1 and hP2 . Because
LCM [mP1 , mP2  	 3. We get that mP1 	 mP2 	 3.














where EP1  FP1 is a totally ramified extension and σP1 is the natural extension of
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Next we try to find another cyclic generation for this algebra so that we can
use the definition of Hasse invariant to calculate the value of hP1 .
It is readily verified that the field FP1

u  	 TP1 
 
P1
is a cyclic and totally





P1   u  	 u7. The Noether-Skolem Theorem ([34, Theo-
rem 7.21]) states that there is an element x 




P1   a  	 x  1ax  a 
 TP1  (3.2)




P1   u  	 u7 	 xux  1 
By considering the equation ux 	 xu7 	 xω2u we see that x 	 ζ7  ζ  17  ω2  ζ 27 
ζ  27   ω  ζ 47  ζ  47  
 L is a suitable element.
We now prove that x3 is an element of FP1 , and that vP1

x3  	 1. The first
statement follows from uσ

x3  	 x3u 	 x2uω2x 	 ux3  The second statement is
obtained from the equation vP1









2     3   ω  	 2.




P1   x3  is a divi-
sion algebra of index 3. By (3.2) we can consider   1 as a subset of the algebra 
3. But   1 is a FP1-central division algebra and hence a 9 dimensional over FP1 .






P1   x3  	   P1 .
Proposition 4.2.6 now implies that hP1 	 2  3. Because the sum of the Hasse
invariants has to be an integer, the invariant hP2 equals 1  3.
By considering the local indices we see that the discriminant of the maximal
order is P61 P
6
2 , that is, equal to the discriminant of the natural order Λ6. Thus, the
natural order has to be maximal.
The actual code B3 is produced similarly to the 2  2 case with exception that
the vectorized code lattice has now shape An
2
2 .
4  4 perfect code
The underlying division algebra under the 4  4 perfect code is   4 	  E  F  σ  i  ,
where
 
i  	 F ,   i  ζ15  ζ  115  	 E and σ : ζ15  ζ  115 
   ζ 215  ζ  215 .
The extension E    i  has discriminant d  E     i   	  2  i  3  2  i  3  3  2, and
the only Hasse invariants that can be nontrivial are h  3 

h  2   i  and h  2  i  . We use
similar methods to those in the case of
 
3 to get that h  2   i  	 3  4 and h  2  i  	
1  4. The sum h  2  i   h  2   i  	 1 and therefore h  3  must be trivial. Further, the
local indices reveal that the discriminant of the algebra is

2  i  12  2  i  12. The
discriminant of the natural order on the other hand is

2  i  12  2  i  12  3  8.
The code B4 is again constructed by using a principal ideal of the natural order.
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6  6 perfect code
In the 6  6 perfect code construction the center is F 	   ω  and the maximal
subfield E 	 K  θ  , where θ 	 ζ28  ζ  128 .
In [30] where the perfect codes were introduced, the authors gave the mapping
σ1 by the equation σ1 : ζ28  ζ  128 
   ζ 228  ζ  228 . Unfortunately, this mapping is
not an F-automorphism of the field E . We replace σ1 with the automorphism σ
defined by the equation σ : ζ28  ζ  128 
   ζ 528  ζ  528 . The relative discriminant




Thus the Hasse invariants of
 
6 that can be nontrivial are h  2      3  , h  2     3  ,and h  2  .
Now we are going to present
 
6 as a product of two smaller division algebras.
We first calculate the Hasse invariants of these smaller algebras and then from
these derive the Hasse invariants of
 
6.
Let us first consider the algebra   2 	     7  ω      ω   σ2   ω  . The alge-
bra   2 is a division algebra with Hasse invariants h  2     3  	 h  2      3  	 1  2.The proof is postponed until the end of Section 4.1.
The algebra
 
3 	  E  F  σ3  ω  was previously shown to be a division algebra
with Hasse invariants h  2     3  	 2  3 and h  2      3  	 1  3. We now consider
the algebra   3 	  E  F  σ3  ω2  . By [34, Theorem 30.4] we have   3     3 
E  F  σ3  1   M3  F  . This shows that   3     3 has trivial Hasse invariants and
therefore the Hasse invariants of   3 are h  2     3  	 1  3 and h  2      3  	 2  3.
If we now consider the algebra   2
    3





    ζ7  ζ  17  ω      ω   σ2 σ3   ω  3 
  ω2  2 
it is seen that the corresponding Hasse invariants are h  2     3  	 1  3  1  2 	 5  6
and h  2      3  	 1  2  2  3  1  6 (mod 1).
By considering the equation σ3

ζ7  ζ  17  	 ζ 27  ζ  27 	 ζ 57  ζ  57 we notice
that σ2σ3 	 σ6. Combining this and the equation  ω  3 
 ω4 	  ω we get that  3     2    6.
The algebra
 
6 has only two nontrivial Hasse invariants that are h  2      3  	





3  30  2    3  30 	  7  30. On the other hand the discriminant of the natural
order is

2  36  7  30.




where I is a non-principal ideal of   E and c 
  is a normalizing element. Again
I is chosen so that the shape of the lattice is A6
2
2 . Here our methods fail to deter-
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mine the exact value of the normalized minimum determinant. In [30] the authors
represent an upper and lower bounds for the minimum determinant.
Into Table 3.1 we have collected the information of the normalized minimum
determinants and shortest vectors of the perfect codes and of the underlying natu-
ral orders. For a comparison we have added the bound Bort or Bhex depending on
the index under consideration. We refer to these values with Bort   hex.
As an example we show how the values for the first row of the table 3.1 has
been calculated. The discriminant of the natural order Λ2 of the golden algebra  is  2  i  2  2  i  2. This implies that the volume of the fundamental parallelo-
tope is 25. Corollary 2.4.2 then gives that Nsv

Λ2  	 0  95 and that δ  Λ2  	 0  45.
The actual code B2 is then aΛ2 where a is a suitable element of the natural
order. Lemma 3.2.1 states that δ

Λ2a  	 δ  Λ2  	 0  45. But as the code is or-
thonormal we have that Nsv

aΛ  	 1. This is a good example of the phenomenon,
where Nsv

Λ  Nsv  Λa  .
Table 3.1:
n Bort   hexδ

n  δ  Λn  δ  Bn  Nsv  Λn  Nsv  Bn 
2 0.50 0.45 0.45 0.95 1
3 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.97 1.07
4 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.83 1
6 0.007 0.0001 ? 0.77 1.07
If we compare the perfect codes to the orthogonal Bort

n  and the hexagonal
Bhex

n  bounds, the minimum determinants of the codes are quite close to these
bounds. Still there is quite a much room for possible improvements.
Into the Table 3.2 we have collected values comparing the normalized mini-
mum determinants of perfect codes and maximal order codes. For a comparison
we have also added the bounds Bhex





Λin  δ  Λωn  Bhex  n  δ  Bn  Bort  n 
2 0.562 0.620 0.577 0.447 0.500
3 0.316 0.358 0.239 0.14 0.192
4 0.177 0.207 0.083 0.030 0.063
5 0.100 0.119 0.026 0.018
6 0.056 0.069 0.007 ? 0.005
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In the following figure we present the performance of Golden code and the
code from maximal order of the algebra  2 (Section 4.1.2), that reaches the bound
B   ω  . In Section 4.3 we briefly describe how the simulations were done.




















Figure 3.4: The Golden code vs maximal order of  2
Remark 3.2.4. While the raw block error rate performance of the maximal order
code  2, for most data rates, is better than the performance of the golden code
one should note that the comparison is not totally fair. This is due the fact that the
orthogonal shape allows a simple bit labeling strategy. For maximal orders one
must use a look up table. This is not a bad problem as the use of look up tables is
rather common in applications. However, at the moment it is not totally clear how
the bit labeling should be done so that the good block error rates will get realized
as good bit error rates.
Remark 3.2.5. The results in Section 3.2 are from [18], except the determination
of the shortest vectors and comparison to orthogonal and hexagonal bounds which
was done in [23]. One should note that the coding gain of the perfect codes was
already determined by the inventors in [30].
Chapter 4
Constructing division algebras
with a minimal discriminant
In Section 2.4.4 we proved the existence of extremely attractive MIMO codes with
largest known coding gain. We even described them well. Still these promising
codes seem to exist only as an abstract objects in the depths of class field theory,
far from being usable in the actual transmission.
In this chapter we take first steps to find the actual codes by giving an explicit
construction of division algebras with minimal discriminants. After the correct
algebra is found we can use existing algorithms to find the maximal order (see
[38, 16]). We return to this subject in the end of this thesis.
Two of the codes we will construct has also been tested on computer simula-
tions (see [18] and Figure 3.4) and performed excellently.
In the following we give an explicit construction for
 
i  and     3  -central
division algebras with minimal discriminants. When one is using natural orders
for code construction, large non-norm element may result in a power imbalance
between transmitting antennas. While this is not so clear, when we are using
maximal orders, the test data we have collected [18] suggests that the big non-
norm element may negatively affect the performance of the code. Therefore it is
beneficial to aim at small non-norm elements. However, as noted in [30], we can
choose an unit non-norm element only when n  7.
We have divided this section into two parts. In the first part we are concen-
trating on algebras that have a cyclic generation with a unit non-norm element
γ .
In the second part we relax the restriction on the size of γ and we give a gen-
eral construction for
  
i  and     3  -central division algebras with a minimal
discriminant.
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i  -central division algebras with a unit γ
n γ fn
2 i x2   2  i 
4 i x4   2  i 
In Table 4.1 we give a cyclic generation for algebras of degree 2 and 4 with
minimal discriminants. Proposition 2.3.8 implies that 4 is the largest degree that
we can hope to have a cyclic division algebra with a unit γ . There does not exist
such an algebra of degree 3. The reason for this is that in every cyclic extension
E    i  of degree 3, all the units of   i  are third powers and therefore are in the
image of the norm NE    i  .
In the following we use the generic notation
  
i  	 F and E 	 F  an  , where
an is a zero of the polynomial fn, and prove that the algebras in Table 4.1 are
division algebras with minimal discriminants.
Algebra

2: For the proof we refer the reader to [18]. Alternate proof can be





4 we first have to check whether it really is
a division algebra. We note that

2  i  is a totally ramified prime in E  F. Con-
sequently the local extension E  2   i   F 2   i  is totally and tamely ramified cyclic
extension of degree 4. We note that #
   F  2   i  

2  i    F  2   i   	 #
   F   2  i   	 5.
Proposition 2.3.8 states that

4 is a division algebra if i satisfies the norm






i  is a norm.





1  are not norms in the extension E  2   i   F 2   i  . Elementary











c  of the group   F  2   i  

2  i    F  2   i  and an arbitrary unit e 

F 2   i  then








c    1   2  i    F  2   i      e

2  i   (4.1)
The prime

2  i  is tamely ramified in E  2   i   F 2   i  and therefore the local con-
ductor is

2  i  (see Lemma 1.1.17). The definition of the conductor now im-
plies that

1   2  i    F2   i   NE   2   i    F  2   i 

E  2   i   . Because the prime

2  i 
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is totally ramified, we have e1

2  i   NE   2   i    F  2   i 

E  2   i   for some unit e1 

F 2   i  . The previous results now imply that

1   2  i    E   2   i      e1

2  i   
NE   2   i    F  2   i 

E  2   i   .
On the other hand one of the main theorems of local class field theory [25,
Theorem 1.1] states that F  2   i  

NE   2   i    F  2   i 

E 2   i   	 Gal  E  2   i   F 2   i   . By con-

















1  form a complete residue system of the group   E   2   i  

2 






i  is a norm.
The discriminant of the extension E  F has only two prime divisors  2  i  and
1  i  and therefore also the discriminant of the natural order of  4 has only two
prime divisors. This implies that the discriminant of the algebra is minimal.
4.1.2 Center


















3x4  4x3  9x2  12   3x  3   3  4





theorem of Albert 2.3.8 shows that 6 is the biggest degree we could hope to have
a division algebra with a unit γ . We cannot have a division algebras of degrees 4
and 5 as tensoring these with a division algebra  3 (below) would give us division
algebras of degrees 12 and 15 respectively with a unit γ .
We use the same generic notation as in the case of
 
i  -central algebras.
Algebra  2: We use here the same methods that were used with the algebra
4. We remark that P 	   3  is tamely ramified in the extension E  F . If





0  is a complete set of representatives of the group   FP  P. As a result it
is seen that

ω is not a norm in the extension EP  FP and therefore it is not a norm
in the extension E  F either. From this it follows that  2 is a division algebra.
By now it is obvious that the discriminant of the natural order of the algebra
 2 has only two divisors
  
3  and  2   and hence the maximal order admits a
minimal discriminant.
Algebra  3: The proof of this case is similar to that of  2 except that the






ω 2  .
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Algebra  6: The algebra  6 we get as a tensor product from the algebras  2
and  3.
Determination of Hasse invariants of   2: When we were discussing the 6  6
perfect code we postponed the analysis of the algebra   2 	  E  F  σ2   ω  , where
E  F 	     7  ω     ω  . Now we have enough methods to attack this problem.





2    3  	 P1 is tamely ramified in the extension E  F . By pass-
ing to the P1-adic completion EP1  FP1 we find that the local conductor is P1. The
image of the norm NEP1   FP1 includes  















ω2  is a complete residue system of the group
  FP1
 P1   FP1 and whence
F P1 	  

ω    1  P1     e  2    3  
On the other hand, #
 
FP1    NEP1   FP1

E P1   	 2 and therefore

ω cannot be a
norm. From this it follows that the local algebra
   2  P1 is a division algebra of
index two.
There is no other choice for the Hasse invariant hP1 than 1  2.
Replacing the prime P1 with P2 	  2    3  in the above considerations we
see that hP2 	 1  2.
The extension E  F has only three ramified primes  2    3    2    3  ,
and

2  . Thus, the discriminant of the algebra   2 can have three prime divisors at
maximum. The potential nontrivial Hasse invariants of   2 are now hP1 , hP2 , and
h  2  . The sum of hP1 and hP2 is 1, and therefore h  2  must be trivial.
4.2 General construction
In their recent paper [12] Elia et al. gave an explicit construction for division
algebras of an arbitrary degree with centers
 
i  and     3  . In their general
constructions they used non-unit, but relatively small, non-norm elements. As
they were not interested in maximal orders nor the discriminants of the corre-
sponding division algebras their algebras (with few exceptions) did not happen to
have minimal discriminants.
We are now going to give a general construction for division algebras of ar-
bitrary degree and with minimal discriminants. According to Proposition 3.2.3 it
suffices to study the case, where the index is a prime power. As a drawback our
constructions will be dependent on the existence of certain prime numbers. We
discuss this existence problem in Section 4.2.1 which is purely number theoretic.
We note that the fields we use in our construction are just simple modifications of
the fields in [33].
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We first consider two easy prime powers and then move forward to more com-
plicated ones.
For ease of notation in this subsection we will denote by   m the residue class
ring modulo m, i.e.   m 	    m   . Thus e.g.   m is logically the group of units of
that ring.
Lemma 4.2.1. Suppose that E is a cyclic extension of F and that a   F 	 P1 and
P2 are a pair of smallest primes in F. Assume that P1 is totally inert and P2 is the
only ramified prime in the extension E  F. Then
 	  E  F  σ  a  
where   σ  	 Gal  E  F  , is a division algebra that has a minimal discriminant.
Proof. Lemma 2.3.10 combined with Proposition 2.3.8 gives that A is a division
algebra. The minimality of the discriminant follows from Lemma 2.4.34.
Example 4.2.2. Let
   2 be an integer. The maximal orders of the cyclic division
algebra

  	    ζ       i   σ  2  i  from Example 3.1.10 achieve the discriminant
bound.
Example 4.2.3. The field
 
ζ3k   1  has a unique subfield Z where  Z :
   	 3k.
The extension
   
3  Z      3  has degree 3k and the prime  2  is totally
inert in this extension. The extension also has a very limited ramification, the
prime
  
3  is the only ramified one.
Primes
  
3  and  2  are a pair of minimal primes in the field      3  .
Lemma 4.2.1 states now that the cyclic algebra
 	      3  Z       3   σ  2 
is a division algebra with a minimal discriminant.
In Example 4.2.3 we found a suitable extension E       3  that only had one
ramified prime (
 
3). However we can prove that for an arbitrary degree there





only. This assures that in general we cannot use such simple methods. Next we
will provide a construction method that takes care of most of the prime power
degrees. First we need some preliminary results.
Recall the concept of the global Frobenius automorphism. Suppose we have a
finite Galois extension E  F and that B is such a prime ideal of   E that B    F 	 P
is unramified in the extension E  F . There exists a unique element σ of the group
Gal

E  F  that is associated to the prime B and satisfies
σ

B  	 B (4.2)
σ

a    a    F :P   mod B  (4.3)




E  F  .
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If the extension E  F is abelian, all the primes Bi that lie over P share the same




E  F  by  P E  F  .
For the properties of the Frobenius automorphism we refer the reader to [28,
p. 379].
Example 4.2.4. Let p1 	 p. Then the Frobenius automorphism  p1    ζp     
can be defined by 
p1
  
ζp       ζp  	 ζ p1p 




L of finite extensions.




E, E  F1 and F2  F1 are normal and B is such a
prime ideal of E that B  F1 	 P is unramified in E  F1, then
B





F2  F1 
The prime P is totally inert in the extension E  F1 if and only if  B  E  F1  generates
the group Gal

E  F1  .
Proof. See [28, Theorem 7.10].
The next lemma is a rather direct consequence of the definition of Hasse in-
variant.
Lemma 4.2.6. Let  	  E  F  σ  γ 
be a division algebra where   σ  	 Gal  E  F  , γ 
 K  ,  L : K  	 n and suppose
that P is a prime ideal of K that is totally inert in the extension E  F. If k is the
smallest possible positive integer so that σ k is the Frobenius automorphism of P






Proof. [34, p. 281].




E of finite extensions. The
proofs of the next two well known lemmas will be omitted.
Lemma 4.2.7. Let B be a prime ideal of E, P2 	   F2  B and P1 	   F1  B.
1. Let f

B  P1  , f  B  P2  , and f  P2  P1  be the respective inertia degrees of B
over P1, B over P2, and P2 over P1. Then
f

B  P1  	 f  B  P2  f  P2  P1 
2. Let e

B  P1  , e  B  P2  , and e  P2  P1  be the respective ramification indices
of B over P1, B over P2, and P2 over P1. Then
e

B  P1  	 e  B  P2  e  P2  P1 
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B  P   E : F 




1  . The field 
ζp  has a unique subfield Z with  Z :    	 n.
There exists a group isomorphism φ from   p     p  n to Gal  Z     that takes
any prime p1 	 p to the corresponding Frobenius automorphism  p1  Z     in
Gal

Z     .
The prime p1 	 p is totally inert in the extension Z    if and only if pt1 is not
an nth power

mod p  for t 	 1      n  1.
Proof. It is well known that there exists a unique isomorphism ψ from  p to
Gal
  
ζp      which takes prime p1 	 p to  p1    ζp      . We denote the fixed
field of the group ψ
   p  n by Z. It is now clear that Z is unique and  Z :    	 n.
If we first map the elements of   p with ψ to Gal    ζp      and then restrict
the resulting automorphisms to the field Z, we obtain an isomorphism φ from
  p     p  n to Gal  Z     . Proposition 4.2.5 states that φ has the claimed properties.
The last claim follows from the properties of φ combined with the last state-
ment of Proposition 4.2.5.
Proposition 4.2.10. Suppose that F 	    c  is a quadratic field, q 	 2 is a given
prime and n a given integer. We suppose that P1 and P2 are the smallest primes
ideals in F and p1 and p2 are the prime numbers that lie under P1 and P2.




1  ,  p  c  	 1, and that p1 and p2 are totally
inert in the extension Z    , where Z is the unique subfield of    ζp  of degree qn.
We also suppose that p is inert in the extension F    .
The extension FZ  F is a cyclic Galois extension of degree qn where the prime
ideals P1 and P2 are totally inert and P 	 p   F is the only ramified prime ideal in
the extension FZ  F.
Proof. Let B be a prime ideal of FZ, PZ 	   Z  B, PF 	   F  B and b 	    B. We
denote the corresponding ramification indices by e

B  PZ  , e  PZ  PF  and e  PF  b  .
According to Lemma 4.2.7
e

B  b  	 e  B  PZ  e  PZ  b  	 e  B  PF  e  PF  b 
Lemma 4.2.8 for its part states that e

B  PZ   e  PF  b   2 and e  PZ  b   e  B  PF   qn.
This together with the previous equation shows that the prime PF     F is ramified
in the extension FZ  F if and only if the prime b is ramified in the extension Z    .
The prime p is the only ramified prime in Z    and because p is inert in the
extension F    we see that P is the only ramified ideal in the extension ZF  F .
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If we choose B so that PF 	 P1 or PF 	 P2, then
f

B  b  	 f  B  PZ  f  PZ  b  	 f  B  PF  f  PF  b  	 qn 
 g 
where g 	 1 or g 	 2. This combined with Lemma 4.2.8 implies that f  B  PF  	
qn.
In the following propositions we use the notation from Proposition 4.2.10. We
set that f1 	 f  P1  p1  and f2 	 f  P2  p2  .
Lemma 4.2.11. There exists a group isomorphism ρ between Gal

FZ  F  and
Gal






FZ  F   	  pi  Z     fi 
Proof. It is a well-known fact that there exists a well defined surjective homomor-
phism from Gal

FZ     to Gal  Z     for which σ 
   σ   Z . The kernel of this
map consists of those elements of Gal

FZ     that act trivially on the field Z. On
the other hand, if we restrict the domain of the map to those elements that act
trivially on F this map is an injection because the only element of Gal

FZ    
that acts trivially on both fields F and Z is the identity map. As we know that
Gal

FZ  F   	 Gal  Z      the described map must be an isomorphism. Now the






2 	 1 (4.4)
in the group   p     p  qn , P1 	 a1   F , and P2 	 a2   F . Then
 	  FZ  F  σ  a1a2 
with   σ  	 Gal  FZ  F  is a division algebra that has a minimal discriminant.
Proof. The prime P1 is totally inert in the extension FZ  F . Thus, Lemma 2.3.10
states that

is a division algebra.
From the cyclic representation of the algebra

we instantly see that

has
only three Hasse invariants that can be nontrivial: hP1 , hP2 , and hP. In what follows
we show that the invariant hP must be trivial.
We first choose σ to be the Frobenius automorphism of P1. Lemma 4.2.6 now
shows that the Hasse invariant of P1 is
1
qn 	 hP1 
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Because the group   p     p  qn is cyclic we get from (4.4) that p f22 	  p f11   qn  1 









qn 	 hP2 
The sum of the Hasse invariants of

must be zero (mod 1), whence
hP1  hP2  hP 
   
But, we already saw that hP1  hP2 
   , which implies that hP 
   . The discrimi-
nant of the algebra

has now only two divisors P1 and P2.
In the beginning of our proof we make the assumption that σ is the Frobenius
of the prime P1. However, the choice of the generator of the group Gal

FZ  F  in
a cyclic generation does not change the discriminant of the corresponding algebra.
Example 4.2.13. Suppose that the center F 	   i  . The primes  1  i  and  2  i 
are a pair of smallest prime ideals in this field. We want to produce a division
algebra of index 10 that has a minimal discriminant. It is not difficult to check
that 2t and 5t are not 5th powers (mod 11) for t 	 1      4, and that 11 is inert in
the extension F    . Lemma 4.2.10 states that    ζ11  has a subfield Z,  Z :    	 5,
and that 2 and 5 are totally inert in the extension Z    .
Proposition 4.2.10 states that the primes

1  i  and  2  i  are totally inert
in the extension FZ  F and the prime ideal 11   F is the only ramified ideal in the
extension FZ  F .
We easily see that 2


5 	 1 in   11     11  5. Therefore,
FZ  F  σ1   1  i   2  i  
is a division algebra with a minimal discriminant.
We previously saw that
 	    ζ24   F  σ2  2  i  is a division algebra of
index 2 and has a minimal discriminant. Finally, from Proposition 3.2.3
  
ζ24  Z  F  σ1σ2   1  i  2  2  i  7 
is seen to be a division algebra of degree 10 with a minimal discriminant.
4.2.1 The existence of suitable primes
Propositions 4.2.10 and 4.2.12 have turned our construction project into a hunt of
suitable prime numbers. The problem is that we do not know if there are “enough”
suitable prime numbers. The answer is that in most cases there are. This will be
proved in Theorem 4.2.17, but first we need some preliminary results.
For the definition and the basic properties of Kummer extensions we refer the
reader to [22, p. 197].
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Proposition 4.2.14. Let E  F be a Kummer extension with E 	 F  α  , α n 	 a 





t be the largest divisor of n such that the congruence
xt  a  mod P 
has a solution in   F . Then P decomposes in E into a product of t prime ideals of
degree n  t over P.





some integer t. If c is an integer and the equation
c  xq  mod p  (4.5)
is not solvable, then neither is any of the equations
ck  xqt  mod p   (4.6)
where k 	 1      qt  1.
Proof. Let a be a generator of the cyclic group   p. Then we can write that c  an
(mod p) for some integer n.
Let us assume that (4.5) has no solution. This implies that q is not a factor of
n. Assume then that for some k there is a solution d for (4.6). If we write d  as,
then (4.6) gives that kn

sqt 	 v  p  1  , where v is some integer. As qt   p  1 
this would mean that qt

kn. That gives us a contradiction.
In the following we use the phrase “the prime P has inertia in the extension
E  F”. By that we mean that at least one prime ideal B of E that lies over the P




B   1.
Lemma 4.2.16. Suppose that F1 and F2 are Galois extensions of a field F and
F1  F2 	 F. The prime P of   F has inertia in the extension F1F2 if and only if it
has inertia in the extension F1 or F2. The prime P is ramified in the extension F1F2
if and only if it is ramified in F1 or in F2.
Proof. For the proof the reader is referred to [36, p. 263].
The proof of the following theorem is a slightly modified version of the proof
of [33, Theorem 1]. We do not suppose here that the center is totally complex nor
that the ring   F is a PID. However, we suppose that p1 	 p2. For the simplicity
we also suppose that f2 	 2.
Theorem 4.2.17. Assume that F 	    c  is a quadratic field, P1 and P2 are the
smallest primes in F, q   2p1 is a given prime, and n a given integer.
If q   c, then there exists infinitely many prime numbers p so that p is inert in
F,
 




2 	 1 in   p     p  qn .
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Proof. Let us denote qn 	 s, K 	   ζs    p f11 p f22  1   s  , K1 	 K   p1  1   q  and sup-
pose that q 	 p1. By considering the prime ideal factorization of p1 p2 in   ζs 






 d cannot be an sth power for any d 	 1      s  1.
Therefore K :    ζs   	 s.
As we have supposed that q   c there has to be at least one prime p3 that
has a ramification index 2 in the extension F    , but which is not ramified in
the extension
  
ζs     . Earlier, we saw that K :   ζs   	 s. Because p3 is not
ramified in
  
ζs     and 2 does not divide K :    ζs   , none of the prime ideals




p3  . This
implies that F  K .
By [33, Lemma 2] we know that K1 : K  	 q. Because q 	 2 and F  K, the
extension K1F  K is cyclic and K1F : K  	 2q.
Chebotarev’s density theorem [28, Lemma 7.14] states that K has infinitely
many prime ideals that have absolute degree one and are totally inert in the exten-
sion K1F  K. We choose one, P, that not only has an absolute degree one but that
is also unramified in the extension K    .
We denote the prime of
 
that lies under P by p. The field
 
ζqn  is a subfield
of K and therefore p splits completely in the extension
 
ζqn     . The theory of
cyclotomic fields [22, p. 195] now gives that
p  1  modqn 
Next we are going to show that pt1 is not an sth power (mod p) for t 	 1      s 
1. Lemma 4.2.15 suggests that we should consider the equation p1  xq

mod p  .
Suppose that p1  aq (mod p) for some integer a. Now p1  aq (mod P). This
last equation however cannot be true because P is totally inert in the Kummer
extension K1  K. Lemma 4.2.15 now states that equation pt1  xqn  mod p  does
not have a solution for any t 	 1      qn  1.
Lemma 4.2.9 states that
 
ζp  has a unique subfield Z with  Z :    	 qn, and
that p1 is totally inert in the extension Z    .






 1   qn  c (mod





 cqn  mod p 
If we use the notation of Lemma 4.2.9, the map φ takes p1 to the generator g of
the group Gal







to identity. Because 2    Gal  Z      we have
that φ

p1  f1 is also a generator of Gal  Z     . The map φ is a homomorphism and
therefore φ

p2  f2 and φ  p2  are again generators of the group Gal  Z     . Lemma
4.2.9 now shows that p2 is totally inert in the extension Z    .
To complete the proof we have to show that the prime p is inert in the extension
F    . The prime P must be inert in the extension FK  K and therefore the prime
p has at least some inertia in the extension FK    . Because p is totally split in the
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extension K    it does not have any inertia in this extension and therefore Lemma
4.2.16 states that p must be inert in the extension F    .
Theorem 4.2.17 states that for the center
 
i  the only problematic prime
power indices are of the form 2k. Luckily, the construction of example 4.2.2 cov-
ers these cases. As a consequence, we can construct a division algebra with a
minimal discriminant for an arbitrary index. In Table 4.3 we give explicit rep-
resentations for division algebras with a prime power index less than 20 and a
minimal discriminant.
For each index qn we have searched the prime p of the Theorem 4.2.17 along
the lines of example 4.2.13. After the prime p is found the actual minimal poly-
nomial of the extension FZ  F can be easily found by considering the subfields of
the extension
  
ζp     . Both tasks were done by the help of computer algebra
system PARI [32].
If the center is
   
3  , the problematic prime powers are 2n and 3n. Alge-
bras of degree 3n we get from Example 4.2.3, but degrees 2n are more difficult.
For index 2 we can use the division algebra of Section 4.1. As a conclusion we
can construct a division algebra with a minimal discriminant if the index is not
divisible by 4.
In Table 4.4 we give explicit representations for our algebras.
Example 4.2.18. From Table 4.3 we get that

3 	    i   a3     i   σ3   1  i   2  i  
and 
2 	    i   a2     i   σ2   2  i  





3 	    i   a6      i   σ2 σ3   2  i  5  1  i  2  , where a6 is a zero of
the polynomial x6

2x5   3i  51  x4   4i  30  x3   2i  755  x2   298i 
2134  x   593i  1628, is a division algebra of degree 6 and has a minimal dis-
criminant.
One of the unfortunate properties of our construction is that when we pro-
duce division algebras of a composite index the resulting algebras tend to have
relatively large non-norm elements γ . In the following example we solve this
problem in one specific case and show that we can always use γ 	  2  i   1  i  .
The method has a straightforward generalization to more general situations.
Example 4.2.19. In what follows we produce the algebra

6 as a tensor product
of two smaller algebras.
Let a2 be a zero of the polynomial x
2  i. The algebra   2 	  F  a2   F  σ2   1 
i   2  i   is a slightly modified version of the algebra  2 of Table 4.3. It is a
division algebra with a minimal discriminant.
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The algebra   3 	  F  a3   F  σ3   2  i   1  1  i   1  is a modified version of
the algebra

3. Proposition 2.3.10 gives us that   3 is still a division algebra.






F  we see that   3 has the same
discriminant as the algebra

3.
Because   2 and   3 are division algebras with minimal discriminants it fol-
lows from Proposition 3.2.3 that the tensor product

6 	   3     2 	  F  a2  a3   F  σ2σ3   2  i   1  i  
is a division algebra with a minimal discriminant. The polynomial f6 is just simply





Remark 4.2.20. The results in Chapter 4 are from [18] and [43], although the
general construction method of Proposition 4.2.12 is just slightly modified version
of that presented in [33].
4.3 Simulation setting
We have given two figures 2.1 and 3.4 where we illustrated the performance of
different codes from orders of division algebras. We briefly describe how these
figures were produced.
The maximal order of the algebra  2, that is used in the simulations 2.1 and
3.4, is determined with the computer algebra system MAGMA ([24]). The code
from the natural order of the algebra  2 that is used in Figure 2.1 is gotten through
the natural representation (Example 2.3.43). The actual Golden code we used in
3.4 is from [30].
The data rate R in symbols per channel use is given by
R 	 12log2





is the size of the code C. Our code constructions are based on selecting
the prescribed number of lowest energy matrices from the infinite code. In order
to reach a target bandwidth utilization of 4, 6 or 8 bpcu we thus selected 256, 4096
or 65536 matrices respectively.
The error rates in Figures 2.1 and 3.4 are block error rates (BLER).
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Table 4.3: The conductor p of the cyclotomic field
 
ζp  , the non-norm element
γ , and the minimal polynomial fn of the extension
  
i   an      i 
n p γ fn
2 2   i x2   i
3 79  1   i  2   i  x3   x2  26x   41
4 2   i x4   i
5 11  1   i  2   i  x5   x4  4x3  3x2   3x   1
7 211  1   i  2   i  x7   x6  90x5   69x4   1306x3   124x2  5249x  4663
8  1   i  2   i  x8   i
9 271  1   i  2   i  x9   x8  120x7  543x6   858x5   6780x4   7217x3  2818x2  4068x  261
11 859  1   i  2   i  x11   x10  390x9  653x8   52046x7   146438x6  2723930x5  11558015x4  
36326009x3   250960565x2   385923388x   145865807
13 6163  1   i  2   i  x13   x12  2844x11  6017x10   2908490x9   10238862x8 
1340405033x7  6785664624x6   281925130086x5   1909036915713x4 
21097272693753x3  192054635052100x2  235667966495418x  
213548387827457
16 2   i x16   i
17 239  1   i  2   i  x17   x16  112x15  47x14   3976x13   4314x12  64388x11  136247x10  
422013x9   1631073x8   411840x7  5840196x6  11894369x5 
10635750x4  4739804x3  938485x2  54850x  619
19 8779  1   i  2   i  x19   x18  4158x17   8463x16   6281539x15  34466097x14 
4291513699x13   39454551948x12   1357034568541x11 
17014625218525x10  184614267432185x9   3035523756071878x8  
10088401800577582x7  253111326110358151x6 
143208448461319868x5   10612439791376560471x4 
3774559232798357892x3  220041647923912963182x2  
86083932120501598139x   1794221202297461499641
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Table 4.4: The conductor p of the cyclotomic field
 
ζp  , the non-norm element
γ , and the minimal polynomial fn of the extension
   
3   an        3 
n p γ fn
2
3 2 x3  3x   1
4
5 131    3  2 x5   x4  52x3  89x2   109x   193
7 449    3  2 x7   x6  192x5   275x4   3952x3   4136x2  81x  863
8
9 2 x9  9x7   27x5  30x3   9x   1
11 23    3  2 x11   x10  10x9  9x8   36x7   28x6  56x5  35x4   35x3   15x2  6x  1
13 1613    3  2 x13   x12  744x11  2071x10   172627x9   432959x8  17309406x7 
33601543x6   751073656x5   1289004819x4  10171466974x3 
28375196178x2  23821205823x  6355270027
16
17 239    3  2 x17   x16  112x15  47x14   3976x13   4314x12  64388x11  136247x10  
422013x9   1631073x8   411840x7  5840196x6  11894369x5 
10635750x4  4739804x3  938485x2  54850x  619
19 14897    3  2 x19   x18  7056x17  40523x16   17080680x15   72065222x14 
20162799933x13  16167485303x12   12640227359901x11 
36746089501267x10  4111622563682675x9   26076550916951212x8  
590517012904831394x7  5563085347769988171x6 
18587019464594930404x5   249077297117976638868x4  
89570134984571927459x3  2426443300138563199068x2 
2514075921454926809076x   1237664412718620444787
Suggestions for further work
The most interesting, and probably quite difficult, open question is whether the
determinant bounds we made for codes from orders of division algebras can be
broken with other code constructing methods. While nothing suggest that our ma-
trix lattices should be optimal, some computer simulations and results (see [23])
suggests that we might be close to optimal at least in the case of 2  2 matrices.
The first obvious direction is to consider sublattices, that are not orders, of division
algebras.
Another question which has only slight coding theoretic interest, but might be
interesting from the algebraic point of view, is to consider how small discrimi-
nants we can achieve from natural orders (ore more generally from crossed prod-
uct orders). This problem is so tightly linked to the classical question of size of
discriminants in algebraic number fields, that any progress might be valuable.
It would also be interesting to study the lattice theoretic properties of the real
lattices we get by vectorizing the matrix lattices derived from maximal orders
(see Remark 2.4.36). After all these lattices have a relatively large center density.
Considering the typical questions of lattice theory has it own interest, but could
also lead into better code design criterions for codes from orders.
One of the problems in the use of our codes from maximal orders is that af-
ter we have found the correct division algebra we do not have an easy method to
explicitly construct the actual order. There exists an algorithm [20], that is im-
plemented in the computer algebra system MAGMA [24]. However, at least in a
way that it is implemented in MAGMA it uses considerable amounts of memory.
Even for relatively small values of n running the program on a typical PC was
impossible.
Therefore it would be nice to have an explicit construction method for max-
imal orders from division algebras we constructed in Section 4.2. Preliminary
research, we have done, suggests that we can use the methods of [33] with minor
modifications.
The same question can be also considered in the case where the matrices have
real coefficients (see Section 2.5).
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